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Equal Opportunity Gala Slated for October 16th
~

Urban League President & CEO Hugh Price
keynote speaker at Urban League Annual Gala
the Double Tree Hotel
(formerly the Red Lion) in
Ontario . Under the double
theme of "Achievement
Matters' and the Urban League
Slogan, "Our Children Equal
our Destiny," Hugh B . Price,

The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE/SAN BERNARDINO

The

Urban League of
'Riverside & San Bernardino
Counties will hold its 9th
Annual Equal Opportunity
Gala on Friday, October 16 at

President and Chief Executive
Officer of the National Urban
League is slated to be the
keynote speaker.
Don L. Bardo, the local
Urban League President and
CEO is pleased to announce
that gala co-chairs, Urban
League Board Member Bill
Thomas of Southern California

Edison and Urban League
Guild President Tammy
Vasquez-Hancock, head the
organizing
committee
composed
of
numerous
volunteers and guild members.
The gala/dinner will feature a
reception and silent auction
beginning at 6:00 p.m. and will
be followed by dinner and the

awards ceremony. Reserved
tables and tickets are available
at the Urban League offices in
Riverside (909) 682-2766 or in
San Bernardino (909) 8803997. Tickets are $60.00 per
person for non-members of the
League and $55 .00 fo(
members . Tables of ten are

'

$800.00.

Hugh Price

LIFESTYLES:
Ricky McClure of Accu-Rate
Lenders, Inc, Rod Cochran and
Tony Dupree Trustee of the
S.B. School Board help fill water
vials .as employee Melissa
Flores works on goodie bags for
Good Neighbor Day.
A-3

BUSINESS:
Leonard Robinson
appointed Air & Water
Subcommittee of the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency's National
Environmental Justice
Advisory Council.
A-4

BULK RATE U.S. POSTAGE PAID SAN
BERNARDINO, CA PERMIT NO. 1942
CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Public Beware Scammers on

the Loose
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

Recently, a victim was at a bus stop adjacent to the
Riverside Plaza when a Black male suspect
approached her. In fluent Spanish, he asked if she
knew the location of a lawyer's office. She did not;
however, as they were talking a Hispanic male suspect
was walking by and joined in their conversation.
The Black male told them that he had a winning
lottery ticket; however, he was an illegal alien and the
only way he could collect the money was to hire an
attorney to represent him. The alleged attorney
required $13,000.00 to conduct the transaction, which
the suspect did not have. He asked the victim if she
had any money he could borrow which he would
immediately repay with several thousand dollars extra
for her help. The second suspect supports lthe first
suspect by agreeing to lend money and accompany
the victim to her bank. Once the funds are withdrawn,
the money is placed in a bag (provided by the
suspects) and as the second suspect pretends to place
his portion in the bag, the first suspect feigns severe
stomach pains and distracts the victim . The bag
containing the money is switched with another bag as
the first suspect asked the victim to get some
medication for him from the nearby Sav-On. The
suspects agree to have heuake the "switched" money
bag with her into the store so that she would not
worry and the second suspect told her that he would
help the first suspect find a bathroom. The victim
purchased the medication and after waiting a while

Race for County School Heats Up
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

By Cheryl Brown

The election of the Riverside County Superintendent
of Schools heated up with candidate David Wiebe
accusing candidate David Long of havi('!g the lowest
test scores in the County on the recently rele-ased STAR
scores. Long issued a quick denial and pulled his scores
off the Internet, the result is he was the 5th highest
district in the County.
Wiebe also wanted to correct his former stand on
Affirmative Action. "I believe if not sufficient numbers
of ethnic groups are represented (in the workplace) it is
c ·r I t
ak a bala
be a se of the co
t w

serve. This is not signaling anything new,if two people
are of equal quality and you have not had those people
in your environment it is incumbent to bring in
diversi\y. I hired a Black secretary." he said.
Wiebe and Long both feel that education is important
and Long has always supported diversity but they do
not agree on how to achieve it or how to achieve more
success for students. "Philosophically and experience
wise we are far apart," said Long.
Long says, After 22 years as Superintendent in
Nuview, Wiebe left public education seven years ago
and (Long) points to his test scores, ( although they
were close} Wiebe 's were lower. "He left public
education and now he wants to lead it," said Long.
Long calls Wiebe's attack on his test scores "rather

Beating the Heat

At first look of Thomas "Tom" Jefferson King Jr., he
appeared the image of a healthy 59-year-old man. But,
on August 30, 1998, he was found out in the front lawn
of his home of an apparent stroke. He was on life
support for a week before his death.
King was a 1956 graduate of Redlands High School
and on October 17, 1959 he married Jacqueline Smith.
A retired employee of Kaiser Permanente Medical
Center in Fontana and Hanford Foundry, King became a
faithful member of First Faith Church in Fontana,
California under the leadership of Minister Janice
Brown, where he served as an- active member of the
Deacon Board. Before retirement, he was active in
Local Union 7600.
King is survived by his mother Glady King; his wife,
Jacqueline King; five sons, Michael of Ontario, Thomas
III of Moreno Valley, Anthony of Moreno Valley, Kevin
of Granada Hill, and Eric of Maryland; two brothers,
Olin King and Rondell King; three sisters, Linda
Pettine, Byrdine, Shandel Roberts; eight grandchildren
and a host of nieces, nephews, cousins and friends.
Internment was held at Montecito Memorial Park in
Colton.

HARD AT WORK: Keri Roberts Vanessa Harris, Charlotte Roberts. and Dan Harris.

.I

Riverside youth set up to sell snow cones on the 106+
days of August before returning to school. Living
close to Smart & Final was probably another incentive
for them to become budding entrepreneurs.
It's good Smart & Final remains in communities that
have been deserted by major chain supermarkets. It's
good to they have expanded their offerings to include

fresh vegetables and fruits.
Without Smart & Final, these kids would have filled
their time in other ways. Thank goodness for their
insight. Because so many think kids have changed,
they haven 't. This group could teach us a lot about
.beating the heat in more ways than just selling snow
cones.

Longville to Fund San Bernardino Clock Repair
r

The Black Voice News

RIALTO

Mayors Judith Valles of San
Bernardino and John Longville of
Rialto jointly announced that
Longville will donate the $5,000
needed to restore San Bernardino's
126-year-old town clock as a gesture
of the friendship between the two
cities.
"Mayor Longville called me ten
days ago, when [San Bernardino
County Sun columnist] Gregg Patton
first revealed that we needed help,"
Yalies disclosed in a meeting at her
City Hall office. "Every time we in
San Bernardino look at this clock
now we will be reminded of the close
relationship between our two cities."
"Our communities share a lot of
history," Longville added. "Many
extended families have members on
both sides of the bound~ry line, and
we have worked together in pursuit

Mayor John Longville

Mayor Judith Valles

of common goals for many decades.
I hope the restored clock will serve as
a physical symbol of that traditional
teamwork."
San ·Bernardino officials estimate
that $5,000 will be sufficient to repair
the clock at this time. To ensure that
regular maintenance will be provided

to keep the clock running long into
the future, however, the city has
established a trust fund, into which
Longville 's donation will be
deposited, along with a large number
of smaller contributions from other
civic minded donors, already
totalling more than a thousand

E-1\!J~il to: black voice @eee.org

.I'

reckless," and point out that
Wiebe could find the truth if he went on the Internet
himself. Wiebe has said computers and calculators stunt
the student's ability to use their brains. "We 've found
college students depend so much on calculators they
cannot compute without one," said Wiebe.·
Wiebe wants to get back to basics and make sure
textbooks are not dumbed down. "I want to choose the
best textbooks and programs getting results around the
nation," he said. He called state adopted textbooks
dumbed down and if elected he would bring in the best
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Wiebe

Bigotry Reigns Supreme
Within U.S. Customs

Deacon King Dies Suddenly
The Black Voice News

Long

Continued on Page A-3
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dollars .
Valles invited Longville to present
his check -- to · be drawn from
dona tions he has'. received in his
campaign for the State Assembly at
the San Bernardino City Council
m ee tin g . The 62nd Assembly
District includes most of the
population of both cities, as well as
Colton, Fontana, Grand Terrace and
Loma Linda.
"Campaign laws and regulations
require that I spend this money for
political purposes," Longville
commented. " Some bureaucrat in
Sacramento might argue that I should
use this for a mailer, but I think most
people would prefer to see me use it
for something more productive. And,
as an experienced campaigner, I am
convinced that good public policy -doing the things people want to see
done -- is the best, m'ost effective
way to practice politics."

BLACK VOICE N EWS

By Linn Washington Jr.
Special to the NNPA
( First in a series of articles}
'Modem day slavery.'
· This is how Black employees describe working
conditions within the U.S. Customs Service, the federal
· agency charged with guarding America's borders against
smuggling.
"A hostile work environment is not the word for it. It's
worse .. .it's like working for back woods bigots," said a
Black Customs Service employee in Atlanta with over
20-years experience, who did not want to be named
fearing retaliation.
Black Customs Service workers nationwide complain
about racist employment practices and White
supervisors who regularly use the N-word.
Black Customs employees contend these racist
practices produce denials of promotional opportunities
in favor of lesser qualified Whites, their receiving
harsher disciplinary penalties than Whites for similar
infracti0ns and disproportionate denials of job benefits
like sick leave.
Further, they say the Customs Service's internal EEO
process is deeply flawed, seeming dpvised to discourage
their complaints instead of curtailing discrimination.
"People file grievances. Customs Service officials are
definitely aware that these things go on but they turn
their back and claim things don't go on," said a Bl,ack
Customs employee in Houston. "I've seen Whites with
less experience than Blacks get promotions through the
Good Old Boy Network."
This Good Old Boy Network forced Carolyn Neal to
·retire recently from the Customs Service.
"I have a bachelor's degree and a master's degree and
still couldn't get promoted," said Neal who worked eight
Continued on Page A-2

Committee to
Repeal Utility Tax
The Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

The Committee to Repea.1 Utility Tax held a press
conference to kick off their petition drive to repeal the
San Bernardino City utility tax. The press conference
was held on the front steps of City Hall, located south
of Court Street, between "D" street and "E" street.
The City of San Bernardino currently requires 4 I 58
valid petition signatures to place a statutory initiative
on the ballot, the goal of the committee is to gather
more than 10,000 signatures to assure that this goal is
met.
The utility tax must be repealed for two reasons. It
places an unnecessary financial burden on citizens who
live on fixed or limited incomes, and discourages
businesses from locating or expa~ding within the City
of San Bernardino.
Those who wish to circulate petitions and were
unable to attend the press conference, please contact
John S. Ballard at (909) 381-3211.

-

http://www.eee.org/bus/bvn
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WorshiP. Praise. & Friendship

•Issues & Opinions
•·International
•National
The Black Voice News

The Living Word invites the public to come worship with them on
Sundays ·at 12 Noon. Services will be held at First Christian
Church Chapel located at 4055 Jurupa Ave. (corner of Jurupa and
Brockton Avenue in Riverside.) Rev. F.D. Bullock is the pastor. For
more information, contact (909) 788-9218.

PageA-2

Editorial

Family Talks

'

The Way to Pl~}l.fll.f f
Game

1

Webster's Dictionary defines sportsmanship as a generous
behavior befitting a good sportsman. Sportsman is defined as
a person who behaves generously in defeat or victory. When
one watched this quest to be the new Home Run King in major
league. baseball, you can't help but admire the way Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa have cheered each other. They are
great examples of what everyone should strive for while
· playing these games. Both have shown the moral qualities of
what good sportsmanslike conduct should be while engaged in
competitive sports.
I'm reminded of what the great Willie Mays "Say Hey Kid"
of the San Francisco Giants said: "It is fun to be paid money
for something I would do for free. I just love the game." It is
apparent that Sosa and McGwire love this game of baseball
that is why McGwire missed touching first base after he hit his
62nd home run for the season. Just like a kid. That's why
Sosa who was· on the Cubs team ran from the outfield to
congratulate McGwire. Time out, stop the game. Just like
playing sandlot (kids gathered in neighborhood for
unorganized game of ball) som~thing important has come up.
We can or will resume play once this is over.
All of the players for the Cardinals and the Cubs said stop
. the game this is baseball history. They stopped the game when
; Henry Aaron hit his 715 homeruns and broke Babe Ruth's
tong held 714 lifetime record. Many people did not want that
to happen. Just like they got on Roger Maris for hitting 61
homeruns in a baseball year. That never should have
happened to Maris or Aaron. It's just a game and just because
people pay money to see people play should not take the fun
out of the game.
That is why it is good for sports to see McGwire and Sosa
wish each other well even though they are after the same thing,
winning for their team and individual records. Every coach
whether in organized ball or just kids choosing sides in the
hood should refer to McGwire and Sosa's behavior as The Way
to Play the Game.

Media Bloodhounds Don't
Rush to Judgement
Ken Starr report goes to Congress and it appears that the
only one really, really, excited about it is the news media.
While the report might contain information that could lead to
impeachment, the congressional leadership is more concerned
about what they have done as related to education, balancing
the budget, reducing taxes, expanding the global trade, and
saving Social Security. The media was attempting to divert
questions from the congressional leadership to the Starr
report. Newt Gingrich made it clear that we are here to do
what the people elected us to do.
The misconduct of the President is just one of the many
things that we have to concern ourselves with. And we are not
going to divert the real reason the people send us to congress.
The same is holding true with President Clinton, who this
Wednesday in Florida cited the accomplishments made under
his leadership. He admitted his mistake, asked forgiveness, but
the ne'!s media is still acting like bloodhounds behind a
wounded animal. It is going to be important that we take the
statement of Senator Byrd from West Virginia, that we all
show restraint on the issue of impeachment and not rush to
judgement. That is good advice for all of us.
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Joseph A. Balley, II M.D.

Reverse discrimination is a
complex moral and rational
problem. Honest opponents on
both sides of the issue present
sound arguments capable of
swaying reasonable people.
Reverse discrimination is the
policy of providing programs
that give special considerations
to minorities for purposes of
establishing "a level playing
field. " This means that it is
designed to assis·t in making
everything equal in the sense of
"l iberty and justice for all "
whereby any person has an equal
opportun ity to be productive in
education and in the workplace.
At the level of school children it
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REVERSE DISCRIMINATION
takes the form of Busing; in
adults, Affirmative Action.
Affirmative action is the legal
insertion of counter-racial preferences into the workings of society. The policies usually require
employers and institutions to set
goals for hiring or admitting
minorities. The original intention was for it to be within the
frame of modest (as opposed to
extreme) preferences as a counteraction to the more profound
racial obstacles against minorities. African Americans have
been treated unlike any other ethnic minority -- disentangled from
their history and culture, brought
to this country as slaves, pitted
against one another for survival,
and not allowed to have an education or a stable family. From
. slavery to now they have been
hampered by poorly funded and
unequal schools; limited in
access to methods and approaches designed for success; limited
in making connections to professional and business networks,
provided little in the way of ven-

Readers, What's On Your Mind?
THINKING OF DENNIS

'
Tonite. I was thinking about Mr. Dennis Schatzman. He !tad a powerful
soul to those of us ; ho live and breat he for newspapers. How it
happened, through the history of the United States, our guaraantees of free
speech and free press. that some of us are wise or stupid enough to throw
in our lot with th e way s of ink, the layout page, the busybody
editor...(?) ... well, Mr. Schatzman was there., heroic, aware, driving .home
for the truth, the hard sentence to utter, the conflicting sound of honesty.
He was a rare person. He died young, and unfairly, having rendered us
indebted to his service and sacrifice. A vigorous, sentient soul. He will
be remembered for his love of newspapers.
James Crary

MAPA

ENDORSES BRENDA CAMPBELL

Brenda Campbell was recently endorsed by MAPA as Superintendent
of Schools for San Bernardino County. Campbell has also been endorsed
by the Inland Valley Daily Bulletin Newspaper, the -County Democratic
Central Committee, the Yucaipa Democratic Club, and San Bernardino
Democratic Club.
MAPA

To Be Equal

Hugh B. Price

Hugh B. Price

President, National Urban League

"Driving while Black."
The phrase, now in wide use
among African Americans, has a
certain catchiness, as if it's just the
latest slang by which you certify
how hip you are.
But, as those who have endured it
well know, there 's nothing at all
funny, or humorous -- or acceptable
•· about what it describes.
What "Driving While Black"
describes is the poli·ce practice of
stopping African American (and
Hispanic American) motorists on
the nation 's highways because, by
their race and skin color, they fit a
cooked-up "profile" of drivers likely
to -· take your pick: (a) already have
done something wrong, like ferrying
drugs from one city to another; or
(b) be planning to do something
wrong, most likely involving illegal
drugs.
Law i.nforce ment officials
uniformly defend the practice as one
crucial element in the police war
against illegal drugs. Its proponents
claim the practice isn't racist, or
even racial. It's just good police
work, the product of a combination
of experim enta l evidence and
scientific analysis.
But th at' s not what the data
drawn from the growing list of legal
challenges to it show.

ture capital or loans, and the like.
" White flight" has left them in
lower income communities with
weaker tax bases.
Opponents say that government policies aiming to increase
the proportion of women and
minorities in jobs and schools are
unfair and unAmerican. Despite
bad past and present racial problems, it is wrong to try to correct
such injustices with another system of racial preferences. A
"color blind" society in which
race carries no preference is the
whole concept of American justice. This sounds good but it
does not ring true. It substitutes
ideals for non-ideal reality.
Flawed American racial practices
never have been and never will
reach an ideal state. The desire
for color-blindness and civil
rights cannot be·used as evidence
of a deeper commitment by
Americans to racial justice ··
especially sil'lte silent non-prejudiced Whites have allowed injustices to happen and continue
without offering a serious alter-

No

native,
Justice Clarence Thomas, in
his court decision on Affirmative
Action , wrote : " G overnment
cannot make us equal...These
programs stamp minorities with
a badge pf inferiority and may
cause them to develop dependencies or to adopt an attitude that
they are entitled to preferences."
Being a Judge does not qualify
him to be a psychologist. Psychological studies have shown
that legislation and court dec isions Can change the "hearts and
minds of men ...." They do so, in
part, by effecting a change in
behavior; then when behavior
has been changed, attitudes often
follow. Government is certainly
beneficial when opportunity is
denied. Affirmative Action has
been more beneficial to tlie USA
than the problems it has created.
NOTE: Dr. Bailey holds a
F.A.C.~. and runs a private practice in San B ernardino. Please
address comments to: e-mail
JAB722@aol.com

CONFUSION ABOUT CLINTON

This latest round of silliness about the President is unbelievable.
Why is their confusion? l.) His decision to bomb was crystal clear. 2.)
His stater.tent to the American Public about the Lewinsky issue was
crystal clear. 3.) The feelings of the American Public about the Lewinsky
issue are crystal clear. i.e. THEY WANT AN END TO IT NOW! 4.) The
opinion polls of the American Public are crystal clear -- we're mature
enough to distinguish between the President's job and his priva~e life. 5.)
What the American Public wants is crystal clear: We want nnportant
issues dealt with, rather than some psycho spending 40,000,000 dollars of
our hard earned money trying desperately to justify his own existence!
We want the Congress and President's Offce. to be concerned with and
be dealing with the issues of: I.) International Terrorism 2.) The horrible
drug problem 3.) The trashing of our Environment. The killing of 8,000
animals per year, by poachers, in our National Park, because Congress
won't spend money for more Park Rangers to arrest them. 4.) The teenage
crime problem 5.) The Social Security problem 5.) The International
Monetary crisis· 6.) the crisis in C~ild-Care because of forcing mothers to
get jobs 7.) Madmen like Saddam Hussein ready to bomb the world 8.)
Proliferation of atom bombs by ni.Jtso developing nati ons 9.) the crisis in
education because of lack of fundin g IO.) And the continuing, non-stop
corruption of our Congress as it wastes billions on pork-barrel spending
for dumb projects in their home states. Is all this really difficult to grasp?
Prof Louis Nitti, Jr.

Driving -While Black
What the data show is that this
police practice of "profiling"
African American motorists is
actually the practice of acting on
those age-old stereotypes of Blacks
as criminals. What the data show is
that this "profiling" is driven by a
racism that is both individual and
systemic.
That's the point John Lamberth,
a professor of psychology at
Philadelphia's Temple University,
made with piercing clarity in an
August 16 article in the opinion
pages of the Washington Post.
The article recounted the
conclusions Professor Lamberth, a
statistician, had reached after
examining the incidence of state
police stops of Black motorists on
two now-n otorious stretches of
Interstate 95 in southern New Jersey
and in Maryland. His data had
come in part from surveys he had
devised to get a racial snapshot, as it
were, of motorists driving th~
highway in those areas and of those
who were stopped by the state
police.
Professor Lamberth found that
African American motorists made
up only 14 percent of occupants of
the 43,000 cars which traveled that
stretch of highway during the survey
period, and just 15 percent of
motorists violating the traffic laws
in any fashion. Yet, they constituted
nearly 35 percent of the motorists
state police stopped on that part of
the turnpike.
In other words, Black motorists
were nearly five times as likely to be
arrested.
In
Maryland,
Professor
Lamberth 's data on traffic stops
state troopers made on one stretch of
I-95 showed that although Blacks
made up less than 18 percent of
motorists committing traffic
violations there, they comprised 75
percent of the motorists stopped and
searched by the state police.
Whites, who made up 75 percent of

(

motorists committin g traffic
violations, comprised just 20 percent
of the motorists that state police
stopped and searched.
Proponents claim that more
Blacks and Hispanics get stopped
because of the disproportionate
involvement of Blacks and
Hispanics in so-called street crime
generally and particularly in low- ·
level drug trafficking. They say a
police officer's "hunch" in stopping
Black and Hispanic motorists is
likely to pay off more often than .
stopping White motorists.
Yet, that claim isn't supported by
what the police stops themselves
have produ ced : In Mary land
between 28 and 29 percent of both
Black and White motorists were
found with drugs.
However, the larger issue of this
pernicious practice goes beyond this
evidence.
As David A . Harris, a law
professor at the University of Toledo
who's also studied African
Americans because some of them
are criminals. Under this view," he
goes on to say, "all Black citizens
become probable criminals -suspects the minute they venture out .

of their homes."
In other words, behind th e
pretense that such laws are raceneutral is a very old, viciou s
supposition : The skin colo r of
Americans of African descent (and
that of Hispanic Americans who are
dark skinned) is a reasonable cause
for suspicion.
That's the conclusion state courts
in New Jersey and Maryland have
reached in criticizing racial profiling
and ordering state police officials to
come up with data that justifies its
use. Legal actions agai nst racial
.Profilin g are also pendi ng in
Pennsylvania, Florida, Indiana, and
North Carolina, and legislation has
been introduced in Congress and in
Rhode Island and Pennsylvania to
require state officials to keep
statistics on this issue.
This is crucial legislation that
should be passed. For, as Professor
Lamberth concluded, "Only when
th e data are made availab le and
strong steps are taken to monitor
and curtail racial profiling, will be
able to assure minorities, and all of
us who care about fundamental
rights, that this practice will case."

~i~·-ati

....

Planning Your Financial Future

• Health
• Fitness

On Tuesday, October 6, 1998, from 2-6 p.m. financial advisors will join the Family
and Consumer Science Advisor to give you points on investment and retirement.
Understanding the value of money and understanding your values and goals go
hand-in-hand for solid financial development. The session will be filled with a lot of
information in comfortable setting. For more information, contact Cooperative
Extension of University of California San Bernardino County at (909) 387-2171 .
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Inland Flowers Brings Good Neighbor Day to Inland Empire
Child Support
Accounting
Section, Public
Health
Department ,
parents
children, Mark
Budds
of
KOLA ,
one
man was giving
them to the
ladies who were
walking their
children
to
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By Cheryl Brown

I

Hundreds of people stood in line
at Inland Flowers for their second
annual FTD promoted Good
Neighbor Day celebration . Some
500 people who stood in line from
just after 6 a.m. were awarded with
a dozen free, first quality, roses and
a gift bag of free goodies from
Hospitality Lane merchants. There
was only one string attached ,
recipients had to celebrate by giving
away 11 of the dozen roses.

· ,·, ,.-,,."J.
Margie Miller volunteer from Accu-Rate Lenders, Inc. and
h I
Th
00
Debbie Cochran present the first roses to customer who sc h . ·
e
stood from after 6 a.m.
touc ing ones

people waiting in
line at the Fontana
DMV where she is
in ~harge . San
Bernardino School
Board
member
Tony Dupree joined
the celebration and
was sharing his with
some well deserving
fo lks. S o me were·
,....
.. -/ ·
giving them to
Haoov Dav as volunteer _Zelma Will~tt joins the Cochrans, senior
c itizens .
and co-sponsor Don Lucia from Luera &Company.
b. h
·
mo 11 ome park
Excitement built as people stood in residents , students, teachers,
line waiting for the doors to opened hospitals , especially L oma Linda,
at 7 :30 a .m . Owners Rod and day
care
Debbie Cochran and June Durr from centers, Kay
Mayor Judith Valle s office Tollive r came
volunteered happily greeting with of CSB , Forest
fanfare each of the customers, some Service , Set
from last year others who say they Free
Drug
will return every year.
Rehab,
The
They came from every walk of Quiet
Hour
life, they planned to give them to KSGN, Stewart
every conceivable group of people H
o
1 t
and they smiled as they were Advertising.,
greeted with the phrase Have a M i 1 1 e r ' s
Good Neighbor Day and asked who O u t p o s t ,
they would give them to.
Baker ' s S.B .
Barrington and Jaun Lewis said County Credit
they would give them to all the Union, the D.A.

. .
.
were the ones
g~v1~g them m the name o~ a cancer
v1ct1m . Some brought gifts. One
woman brought (he~ shaped) love
suckers to share with staff and
volunteers. They came from as far
as M~reno V~lley a?d Ontario to
stand m the fnendly !me, there were
more than could be counted.
If they were hungry there was a
free bagel from Stuffed Bagel to
greet them , (sorry no coffee to go
along with it). There were free
coupons in the Office Depot bag for
a Chile 's appetizer, an Outbac k fired
onion treat, free exercising at Baily's
and Family Fitness Center and

goodies from Jafra cosmetics, and
the Olive Garden. "The reason we
participate in this way is to do
something nice to bring the
community together for a common
cause and to recognize the power of
the flower to forge new friendships.
The thank yous and response we get
proves it makes everyone friendlier
for the day," said Debbie Cochran.
Co sponsors were Accu-Rate
Lenders, Hospitality Dental
Association, Corinthian Schools Inc,
Skadron College, Freeway Lincoln
Mercury, Lucia and Company,

years for the Service in Cleveland,
Atlanta and Baltimore.
Customs Service officials deny
charges that racism is rife within the
agency.
However, court verdicts and
allegations in pending lawsuits
dispute these denials.
A predominately White California
jury in May awarded $200,000 to a
Hispanic Customs agent whose
lawsuit alleged a variety of racist
employment
practices
and
retaliation for investigating a Black
employee 's assault allegations
against a White supervisor.
"The Customs Service is terrible,"
said Los Angeles lawyer David
Ross, who is preparing a classaction lawsuit on behalf of 500
minority Customs employees.
"Even the Post Office is trying to

O.ur Bodies

Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D.
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

Dear Dr. Levister: Before big
e ve nts suc h as exams I can't get
to sleep. Is this a problem?
A proverbial student
Dear Proverbfal Student: It's
not unu s ual to los e sleep the
night before an important event,
be it an exam at school, pre sentation at work or a crucial athletic
eve nt. Th e e ffe cts o f sleep
deprivation depend not only on
the amount of sleep you've lost,
the type of sleep and the activity,
but also on your age, pesonality
and eve n the time of day.
It mi g ht h e lp you to sleep
better to know that, under most
circumstances, a night or two of
poor sleep will put you at little or
no disadvantage from moderate
phy s ical p e rforma n c e .
It,
though , may impair some types

settle (discrimination) complaints
and they are bad with White
supremacy," Ross notes. "But the
one agency that is constantly
resistant, lying and stonewalling is
the Customs Service."
Ross represents Sandra McNeil, a
Black Customs special agent in Las
Vegas whose lawsuit alleges
managers repeatedly denied her
promotions because of her race.
Bill Anthony, spokesman for the
Customs Service, says agency
officials from "the Commissioner on
down are attuned to providing equal
opportunity in hiring and all areas."
Three of the Service's IO top
executives are Black, Anthony said.
"I have never heard of
institutional racism within this
organization," said Anthony noting
that budget freezes and downsizing
is producing "a lot of frustration
within the ranks in terms of

Continued from Front Page

textbooks and training seminars.
Long counters this and says, Wiebe
doesn ' t understand the process, if
we don ' t use the s tate approve
textbooks we will not get our state
allocation . "It is reckless to say he
wouldn ' t use state approve
textbooks. The state will say you
w o n ' t get your allocation and
children will suffer," says Long.
Long says we must work within the
proces s to make textbooks better.
Long doesn't want experimental
programs unless the y have been
tested. He feels whole language and
new math were not fully examined
before being offered and that we
have lost a whole generation on
thi s. More and more people are
pressing for a combination of the
best of both forms of teaching
readin g. However Long does n ' t
advocate throwing away the
calculators.
The two differ their view of
teachers , Wiebe says there are too
many teachers who do not expect -children of all ethnic groups to
learn , "all children can learn, we
need to expect more from them," he
said . "There is just too much
emphasis placed on teaching self
esteem . The way you build se lf
promotions."
esteem is to know the answer.
Charges
of
employment
Long says,"
I ' ve
never
discrimination within the Customs
encountered an educator who said
Service parallel a natio'nwide
students can't learn. All students
controversy involving charges by
can learn but they learn in different
Black travelers that White Customs
ways and in different rates ( of
employees target them for improper
speed)." he said. Long indicates the
drug searches.
different experiences also affect
Black Customs employees and
learning and that family is very
lawyers see a direct link between
important. " It is our job to teach
racist employment practices and
everyone who comes to us and if
harassment of Black passengers.
we must teach supplemental
"I think there is a corporate
principles such as self esteem so
culture of discrimination from the
students can learn it's our job. Our
top to the bottom in the U .S.
primary job is academic. America's
Customs Service," said Chicago
schools are comprehensive," said
lawyer Ed Fox.
Long.
Fox represents 70 Black women
Wiebe says self esteem gives
around the nation whose lawsuit students a false sense of what they
alleges abusive treatment by
know. "We have so many children
Customs agents iilcludi ng strip
knowing about so little it's sad," he
searches and demands to remove
said. Self esteem teaches students a
Tampons to prove they were not . false sense of hope. "When the boss
smuggling drugs.
says you didn ' t do a the job they get
upset. They won ' t get that fuzzy
feeling on the job for doing wrong."
says Wiebe.
Long says ," as a practicing
Superintendent I practice what I
situations.
preach. We have people who reflect
The elderly may be more alert
the
community we se rve and the
with sleep Joss, perhaps because
male female balance is critical, if
their normal sleep is lighter and
we have a mah~ prin ciple we
more frag mented to begin with.
balance with a female and vice
Remember, there is an interversa. Long has a track record of
nal clock that sets the body ' s
true divers ity said School Board
Trustee Sonya Wilson at a recent
daily or circadian rhythms and
CAP retreat. Every year Long
this may affe ct mental perforgathers about 100 members of the
m a n c e as muc h or e ven more
cpmmunity together for a retreat in
than the amount of lost sleep
Palm Springs, the diverse group who
does. Like most people, sleep
deprived individuals are likely to
function best in mid~morning
and early evening, typically the
high poi~ts of their c ircadian
cycle .
If you find that ordinary sleep
los s i s taking its toll on you,
remember that all it takes to
regain mental acuity is one, or at
most two -- good nights sleep.

Sleep Loss
of mental activities.
In terms of athletic performance many sleep deprived individuals perceive that their exertion and fatigue were greater
than after a period of normal ·
sleep, however the actual performance usually suffered little or
not at all. Studies have focused
on repetitive exerci se, still some
question remains about sports
and require vigilance, cognitive
skills and a high degree of coordination suc h as baseball, tennis
or fencing . In addition, a few
studies have looked at the effects
of sleep loss on elite athletes for
whom a difference of a few seconds in a race may be crucial. In
any case, recreational exercise or
the physical d e m a nd s of the
average work day moderate sleep
loss should not be a problem.
The most important benefit of
sleep is that it restores us mental1y and the loss of eve n one
night's sleep is like ly to result in
fatigue, irritability, inability to
con centrate and mood shifts.
Long re petitive ac tivities are
more likely to be affected by
sleep loss than short, interesting
ones.
Creativity may suffer as characterized by spontaneity, flexibility and originality to include the
ability to de al with unfamiliar

Dr. Levister holds a F.A.C.P.
and F.A. C. P.M. He owns a private practice in San Bernardino
and welcomes reader mail concerning their bodies but regrets
that he is unable to answer individual letters. Your letter will be
incorporated into the column as
space permits. You may direct
your Letters to Dr. Le vister in
care of Voice News, P.O. Box
1581, Riverside, CA 92502 or
visit
his
website
at
http://www. eee.org/bus/levister.

?H' ···:c

Bernardino County Sun and Black
Voice News.
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Race for County School Board Heats Up

·Bigotry Reigns Supreme Within U.S. Customs
Continued from Front Page

Century Homes, San Bernardino
Hilton, Sunwest Printil)g, Inc, San
.9 -·,.,,;;:·>.J:··,

represent every facet of the knows where the changes should be
community plan the agenda for the made beca use he is a prac tic in g
next year. Students and adults work Superintende nt and aware of the
on what is important to the majority County Sc hool o perations. " My
o f people affected by the ir time line is 3 to 5 months, I know
deci sions . Even the mentally the personnel necessary to provide '
c hallenged students are represe nted se rv ice to the childre n of th e I
and fram e work for program s for county." He admits the re w ill be
~
: I1 : ,,
them are formulated. This is done fewer in his reorganization.
On Nove mbe r 3, vo te r s wil l ;,',
without the cost being bore by the
decide who will lead education into '' '
taxpayers.
Long also said in looking at the the next century.
, ,
, ,
res ults
of
, ,
PROPOSITION F.A.C.S.
209, "check the Diplomata American Board of Plastic Surge ry
enrol lm e nt o f
minorities in our
state s ys tem.
Equality is gone
out the window.
I
I
A ff irm a tiv e
A c ti o n leveled
the playi ng field
SOU THERN CALIFORNIA PLASTIC SURGERY G ROUP
a nd no w that
field is tilted. We
must s trive for • s~dalizins in W orn,n of Color
,
equality; equity • full Ranse of Cosmdk Procedures
and equality plug
in, to make this • Certified [,,-Office Sur9kenter
work
in • Harvard Univa,ity Train,d
e verything that
• In Pra,l ke Twenty Years
we do.
Staffin g
is
another area in
Pearlman D. Hicks, Jr., M.D., Inc.
which
they
PLASTIC AND AECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
disagree. Wiebe
SURGERY OF THE HAND
said he would
make no changes
for a year but
www.Face_doctor.com
then the fluff 8920 Wilshire Blvd., #326
2360 Long Beach Blvd.
will be cut out. Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Long Beach, CA 90806
Long says he . .,(_3_1o_)_s_s2_._93_1_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(_5s_2_J_5_95_-_s4_9..,,13

Our Concern!

..

BECOME

AFOSTER PARENT
4

Receive
$ 520 - $1,200
Training & Financial Support Available
International Foster Family & Adoptions Agency
17070 Walnut Village Parkway - Suite F
Fontana, CA 92336

For Orientation Call
(909) 427-9635
(888) 729-2 136
8:00am- 8:00pm
Se Habla Espanol

Ticket Price
Adult
Child, Ages 3-12

$25
$10
2-Day Pass
$40
VIP
$50
VIP Child Ages 3· 12 $20
Handling Charge
per Ticket
$1

Gctober 3&4
Produced By

Inland Empire Music
& Art Foundation
A non-profit organ/ut/on

The Nightfire Orchestra

How to do Business with Government

• Financial
• Real Estate
The Black Voice News

Complimentary seminar: How to do Business with the Government to be offered
Tuesday, October 6, 1998, 9-11 a.m. at the Mt. San Jacinto College, Lake
Elsinore Center located at 289 San Jacinto River Road, Lake Elsinore, Room
205. Registration is advised. Call ACCO PAC (909) 684-8469.
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Robinson Appointment to Air &Water SUbcommittee Confirmed
The Black V,,ice New.,
MORENO VALLEY

On August 12 1998, Leonard
E . Robinson's appointment to
the Air & Water Subcommittee
of the U.S . Environmental
Protection Agency's National
Environmental Justice Advisory
1
Council
(N EJAC)
was
confirmed by U .S . EPA
Administrator Carol Browner.
Robinson, married with three
(3)
chi ldren ,
is
the
Environmental/Safety Manager
at TAMCO Steel in Rancho
Cucamonga,
California .
Robinson is also an Adjunct
Instructor of Environmental
Technology at Chaffey College.
In addition to his appointment to
the NEJAC Sub-Committee,

Leonard Robinson

Robinson also serves: on the
South Coast Air Quality
Management
District
(SCAQMD) Environmental
Justice Task Force; as the
Governor's Appointee on the

Obstetr:i~~ ·~¥~tl:P
JOins RCRMQ 1
,.

',;,;·, ,

(

0
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RIVERSIDE

Riverside County Regional
Medical Center ( RCRMC)
welcomes a new obstetrics group
under the direction of Dr.
Guillermo J . Valenzuela. The
group offers comprehensive ca:e
in the areas of general
obstetrics/gynecology, matern alfe ta 1 medicine, genetics,
oncology, urology and infertility.
Dr.
Valenzuela
s tates,
"Researching women's health
issues and continuing education
keep our healthcare professionals
on the forefront of maintaining
and providing the highest quality
of care to women . Not only do
we provide good medicine, we
teach it.!'
Dr. Valenzuela receive d hi s
medical degree from the
Universidad Catolica de C hile.
He completed his postgraduate
training, including a fellow in
reproductive biology, a residency
in obstetrics and gynecology. and
a fellowship in maternal-fetal
medicine, at the University of
Texas Health Science Center at
San Antonio. He is board

. ~ertified in obstetrics/gynecology
and maternal fetal medicine. Dr.
Valenzuela has over a decade of
clinical experience and has
published over 90 articles as a
result of bis research.
Joining Dr. Valenzt1ela are: Dr.
· Miguelito Fernando, Dr. Andre
Kasko, Dr. Elvonne Whitney, Dr.
Otis Gaddis, Dr. Tina Foster and
Dr. Herb Brar. Dr. Foster recently
completed her master's degree in
Public Health in women's health
.at Harvard University.
In addition to five full - time
physicians, the group will also
have several part-time physicians
on staff. The Secretary of
American College of Obstetrics
and Gynecology, Ben Harer, will
be on staff part time. The group
will also serve a teaching
function.
RCRMC provides Riverside
County with a specialized team
of highly skilled phys icians,
nurses and staff. In addition to its
aesthetical Iy
pleasing
environment;< RCRMC offers
patien.ts the latest and most
.sophisticate d medical services
•available;
·
•· <·

Colorado Ri.ver Board of programs to recycle used oil
California; on the Steel filters and steel-belted tire cords
manufacturers Association into steel reinforcing bar (rebar). '
(SMA)
Environment
Established in 1993, NEJAC
Committee; on the Western and its subcommittees are the
Partnership for Environmental U .S. EPA's national advisory
Technology Education (PETE) committee for the formulation of
Industry Advisory Committee; recommendations and advice on
as the founder of African- environmental justice policy and
Americans Making A Difference direction. NEJ AC provides a
In
The
Environment forum for public discussion and
(AAMADITE). Robinson is also development of independent
planning on running for Moreno advice and counsel to the EPA
Valley City Council. He is the Administrator on environmental
architect and founder of "Project justice issues. The Council may
Isaiah - Swords into Plowshares" consider environmental justice
the
unique
environmental
program that
melts
and
recycles
WORLDWIDE
firearms
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
.,JL
confiscated law
Dr. Thomas Powe, C.E.O.
enforcement
We Provide Over 10 Different
agencies into Telecommunication Companies to select

s

t

e

e

l

from

construction
"DON'T LIMIT YOURSELF"
products . In
1994 Robinson Applying Tomorrow's Technology to Today's Business
was selected as
Business and Residential
"Environmentalist Products: 1+800 Switched Long Distance
of the Year by
Debit & Calling Cards
the Motor &
Internet Access
Equipment
Paging, Cellular, Local
Manufacturers
Dedicated and Data Services
Association
Rates as low as 4.5¢ per minute in California
(MEMA)
7.9¢ U.S.A., Hawaii and Alaska
Environ mental
Institute for
initiating
8 AM · 5 PM Mon-Fri

909/682-7714

SAN BERNARDINO

The S(ln Bernardino Coun ty
Educatio nal Technology Joint
Powers Authority (SBCET JPA)
made the decision to rebid a project
to install a high performance wide
area network for educa tional
technology that will link all of the
448 sc hoo ls in San Bernardino
County.
The SBCET JPA is investing $25
m:llion, which was sec ured from
the California Stat e Allo~ation
Board in September 1996 on behalf
of all 33 county school districts, in
the netw ork. The JPA hopes to
leverage the $25 ·million to gain
add itional resources for the
network th rough the Federal
Co mmunication s Commission
(FCC) Universal E-rate di scount
program.
Accordin g to Loren Sa nchez,
s uperintendent of Up land
Unified and president of the JPA
-"\ .1• /
Executive Committee, the high
~~'/~if '
perfo'rmance network will
provide a di gi tal transport
system capable of conveyin g
.
.
vofce, video and data at a speed
and band width whi ch will
"Our serviu will BWW you awa,·!"
accommodate
es timated
QUALITY PRINTING - LOW PRICES
educational technol ogy needs
BUSINESS CARDS• FLYERS
LE1TERHEAD • ENVELOPES • FORMS
for the nex t five years
ANNOUNCEMENTS • INVITATIONS
countywide.
BROCHURES • BOOKLETS
NEWSLETTERS • RESUMES
At its April 13 meeting, the
TYPESE1TINGILAYOlIT • GRAPHIC DESIGN
SBCET JPA made the decision
COMPlJJ'ER PRINTERS & SUPPLIES
to reject all bids submiLted from
Free Pickup & Delivery
vendors to install the hig h
performance netw ork after MATT OR DEBBIE TAYLOR
(909) 924-3456
protests were made regarding
the bid licensing and award.
25620 Sierra Cadiz Ct. • Moreno
After analyzing the prote_st,
Valley, CA 9255 1

.~
~
·
al..
'

'

How to Stop Paying Rent Forever!
AND OWN A HOME OF YOUR OWN!
Quit pouring rent money "down the drain." Owning
your own home is easier than you might think...this'
free report explains how. Call 1-800-556-3401 Ext.
200 anytime 24-hours a day, for your FREE copy.
This is a 110-obliga1ion community service

LeVIAS HOME LOANS
We will get you a Home Loan at the Lowest Rates
Possible

1-(800) 995-4724
Our job is to get the best financing possible at
the lowest rate possible. We are dedicated to
serving our people. If it's regarding a home, we
can get you a loan.

With a ll the c han ges i n the ene rgy

T he CARE (California Alternate Races for

marketplace, one mi g ht wonder what

E n ergy) program w i ll keep on providing

long-term effect

significant financial assistance co low- income

mi g ht be fo r

c ustom ers. Just as our Gas

~

custo m ers wh o

conferri ng with the Contractors
State License Board a nd upon
advice from JPA legal counsel. the
Executive Committee decided to
reissue the bid for the wide area
network portion of the project.
The wide area network has the
pote ntial to link over 13,000
c lassrooms countywide so that
students from different schools can
participate in student projects and
also will allow for hi gh speed
access to the Internet.
The SBCET JPA was established
to
develop
technology
infrastructure and s upportin g
syste ms for student learnin g
through educational technology.
The JPA includes all 33 school
districts in San Bernardino County,
three regional occ upation al
programs, three special education
local plan areas, and the county
schools office.

'

State,
tribal
and
local
government ;
triba l
and
indigenous
organizations;
business and industry; academia;
non-governmental organizations;
environmental ; advocacy; and
grassroot community groups.
Robinson will serve a t wo
year term on the NEJAC Air &
Water Subcommittee ending
December 31 2000.

FOR US, COMMUNITY SUPPORT BEGINS BY
THINKING OF THE PEOPLE WE SERVE AS NEIGHBORS.
NOT JUST CUSTOMERS.

Educational Tech JPA to Move
Forward on Network
The Black Voice Ne,n

matter relating to U.S. EPA
programs. NEJAC's mission is to
provide recommendations to
U.S. EPA that will help to
improve
direction
and
implementation
of
environmental justice programs
and initiatives . NEJAC is
comprised of fair and balanced
representation from a broad
range of interests including:

co unt on T he Gas Company.

Assistance F und , wh ich
helps low- income customers

An und erstandabl e response, g iven

cut expe nses by su bsidizing

0

have c ome

to

how we've always been much more than a

•

. .:·~.-:.··'·\)
.,, ,

utility bills, will remain unaffected .

source of clean, safe, reliable natural gas.

W e will continue to effectively manage

For nearly a century, The Gas Company has

DAP (Direct Assistan ce Program) which

believed in s upporting the communities

provides energy efficie ncy services co help

we work i n because they're a lso the

low-income customers reduce energy use,

co mmun i ti e s w e live i n.

thereby helpi ng them make ends meet .

Which is why T he Gas Company will
conti nue

to

spend millions

We will also maintain o u r strong
comm itme nt co both supplier and work

of dollars each year '

force diversity. Buying goods a nd services

providing support

from businesses t hat reflect the communities

to community-based

we serve has always been a sound business

organi za tions a nd

strategy. Plus, our work force diversity policy

low-income c u scom ers.

means we recruit, hire and promote the best

For insta n ce, w e -s upport hundreds
of organizations throu g hout Southern

and most talented employees from within
our diverse communities.

Ca li fornia . And our multi c ultur al

Our approach to community support is

Community Advisory Panel, made up of

simple. We li ve h ere, work here, a nd we

local business and community leaders,

watch out for our neighbors.

g uides our involvement and ensures

And for no other reason than

com munity needs are being addressed.

it's the rig h t thing to do.

M

Southern
California
Gas Company•

Glad 10 be ofservice.

~

1997 Southern California Gas Company
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LAW OFFICE OF
RICHARD

F.

SUNAMERICA SECURITIES

experience...

A SunAmerica Company

NEVINS

Sl'ECUL/ZING IN /'LANNING FOR: ,

Retirement Estate Investment
College Long-term

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

LeVIAS & ASSOCIA~

3585 Main Street, #200
Riverside, CA 92501

300 Law Firms Working Together
We will refer you to an attorn.ey that specializes
in whatever your legal needs might be. We ate
dedicated to helping the African-American people

HARDY BROWN

SunAmerica Securities, Inc.
225 W. Hospitality Lane #213
San Bernardino, CA 92408

(909) 784-2804

Member Pacific fa,change,
NASD, SIPC

909•885-0488
Fax 909•889-8015

li UUOUA~TI=~~

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

A FREE SERVICE!
·\j::=:-

(800) 995-4724

II

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

x·
Kristen Baines

C.R.D. SENIOR CITIZEN SERVICES

(909) 689-8916

Expires 9119/98

Office Hours
By Appointment

3400 Central Avenue, #310
Riverside, CA 92506

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body
Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports
Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CALL 909-683-1468
Licensed by
City of Riverside

Member of the Assoc.
Body Work & Massage
Professionals

• HANDYMAN SERVICE

"Serving the Community with Quality Care and Expert Service"

• OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE
• DISABLED MOST WELCOME

A-1 CLEANERS

LovE THY SENIOR As THY

~wuf~ 2-9

dl;ton-Clhu.'t. 11-9
9'ti-~at 10-10

SELF

1 (888) 273-3443
Steve Oddie

[IJ
Owner

Booth
Rental
Available

Specializing in:
Relaxers
Press-N-Curls
Pony Tails
Latest Styles

Ron Sam
Owner/Barber

- $2.50
$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00

Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits
Dresses
(Silk X-tra)

ONE DAY CLEANING SERVICE
•

ONE DAY ALTERATION

SERVICE MASTER TAILOR ON
SITE

Fades

Riverside Faith Temple

Per Pleat Lined

13373 Q)fnii

:B[CJd., cSu.. £414

Must present coupon
with incoming orders,
not valid with other
offers.

Proven Safe & Effective

Christian Bookstore

A Residential & Commerpial
Real Estate Brokerage

2355 Pennsylvania Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507

BEATRICE SIMS PASTORS

10: a.m. - 7: p.m. Tue-Fri

Minks & Company
Independent Distributor

for Residential Appraisals
Notary Public
Property Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

(909) 784-9660
Bus. Hours

(909J 243-0443

DRAPERY

Metabolife 356™

Riverside, California 92506

&

SPECIAL

Lose Weight &
Gain Energy!

Texturizers

5896 Magnolia Avenue

JOSEPH

Red Anchor Fish Market

c/t1ouno <Vaft.y

Law Offices of

Specializing in:

684-5532

779-0103

99¢

&

FAMILY LAW

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
PERSONAL INJURY
BUSINESS LITIGATION

&

&

INCORPORATIONS
WILLS, TRUSTS

&

IRS

&

PROBATE

REPRESENTATION

BANKRUPTCY

909-864-9191 .
(909) 886-2550

3585 Main St., Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501

10: a.m. - 2: p.m. Sat

An Association of Attorneys
DIVORCE

TAX ISSUES

/

I

Richards & Rose

(909) 381-1830
696 North "D" Street, Suite #1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

(909) 784-1342

And immediately following services

IWkT

I~

Insurance &
"I. Securities Specialists

✓ Low Cost Insurance
✓ Low Downpayment
✓ Low Monthly Payment
Commercial• Auto• Home• Life• Health

WITH LITTLE KNOWN INVESTMENT CALLED

CITY .

TAX LIENS CERTIFICATE.
Backed by the Government.

CREOLE

Super-High earnings of up to 50% are
guaranteed in writing.

RESTAURANT

GoSPEi PEST ~9s
Saturday, September 5, 1998
10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Low-risk, high return

* CREATE THE INCOME YOU'LL NEED TO LIVE

9395 Monte Vista
Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

Broker/Agent
License # 0C037~0

Featuring

COMFORTABLY THE REST OF YOUR LIFE
• Make huge profits on small or large Investments •
CALL NOW FOR A FREE 8-PAGE REPORT

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturd~y: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

MONE M. SWANN
5755

presents

CRFSCENT

92.3 THE BEAT, MARQUEZ
THE GREAT,
COMEDIAN SHANG,

1-888-880-3224'

O'IH!R CEI.UIUTY GUJ!S'l'
FANTASTIC LOCAL CHOIRS
GIVE-AWAYS FOR THE 1ST
500 PEOPLE,
DONATED BY OUTBACK
RESTAURANT, LUCKY'S

Support Our Advertisers

(909) 482-0566

BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

PHON,I;

92506
(909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400

w•---PA•G•E•R•(9•0-9)•34-0-.5.07•8----. .

:fll ,'

'ir.~:•·... . . ,
,

LOCATION:
LUCKY'S SHOPPING CENTER

10491

The new inspiration for the family where
· conversations about good food may be
reminiscent of a certain dish that once tasted but never forgotten. These might be
argumentative about the gumbo thickness
or the taste of the jambalaya, but there is
one thing we know and that is
Mama's Arms are Always Open

Tyler Ave.

MAGNOLIA AVENUE

RIVERSIDE,

CA 92505

MORE INFO

(909) 352-3229

AND THE FOOD IS GOOD
HEALTH MENU ITEMS
7 DAYS A WEEK NIGHTLY SPECIAL
FRESH BREAD CAKES AND PIES MADE DAILY
MANY MEALS UNDER $5.00
WE MAKE SPECIAL ITEMS ON REQUEST
VEGETARIAN MENU ITEM, 1000 RECIPES
32 TYPES OF BAR-8.QUE

Rib • Chicken • Hot Links
• Turkey • Fish

Sunday
Gospel Brunch
10-3 p.m.

The Chef House Restaurant/Mobile Catering
10277 Arlington Avenue, Riverside, CA

(909) 358-9244

✓ We Service All Makes & Models
✓ Serving Ontario & Pomona

Hours: Monday-Wednesday
11 :OO a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00
Closed Tuesday

✓ Radio Dispatched Trucks
✓ California State Lie. #590323
✓ Emergency Service
"If We Can't Fix It - It Ain't Broke!"
Sales - Service - Installation

p.m.

You Can Afford Us!

(909) 782-8219
Mobile Catering Service Available -- Anywhere ·· Any Time
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - AH Occasions

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

\

Subscribe & Advertise
,,,, .

·11
~

-

··---

---

--

-

-- Famous--Bible Cake

Famous Bible Cake -- key scriptures reveal recipe. Send se lfaddressed stamped envelope and $2.00 to:
Sam King
24759 Northern Dancer Drive
Moreno V<;1lley, California 92551
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Second Baptist Celebrates 108th Anniversary
The Black Voice Nell',!

for this service is Pastor
Kelvin K . Ward of Christ
Fellowship Church, Riverside.
Saturday, September 19th at
7:00 p.m. Second Baptist will
be praising the Lord in song
with a spirit filled musical.
Sunday, September 20th at

RIVERSIDE

September 21, 1890, the late
Rev. Charles Winbigler and
thirteen chartered members
organized Second Baptist
Church of Riverside . Thus
began the task to accomplish
their goal -- evangelizing the
world.
Now 108 years later, the
members of Second Baptist
gather for a spirit- filled
celebration of the fruitful
heritage left by those who
began their journey. Under the
leadership of their seventeenth
Pastor, T. Ellsworth Gantt, II,
Second Baptist continues to
provide the spiritual needs for
many, while extending their
support to the community.
The pastor and membership
extend an invitation to the

lmanl

March Field
Christian Church
15801 Hannon Street
(Services at Arnold High S ch ool)
Rivers ide, CA

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

(909) 682-9960

community to join them in
their
108th
Church
Anniversary Celebrations. The
theme this year is "only What
You Do For Christ Will Last."
The jubilation beings with the
Pre-Anniversary Celebration
Sunday, September 13, 1997 at
4:00 p .m . The guest speaker

WEEKLY SERVICES

oa, Adventists

Church School 9:00 a.m_
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Pastor William & Jamellza
Carter

Good News Missionary Baptist Church
"A Growing Church - In Grace and in Knowledge"
Come Grow With Us
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Post Office Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92517
(909) 683-2916

What Baptists Believe -"The

18 Articles of Faith"

WEEKLY SERVICES

Services

_ Pastor DC Nosakhere Thomas

PRAISE ORIENTED

S1111day
Sunday School (all ages)
9 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
9 - 1 () a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Church
11 - 12:30 p.m _ "A spirit anointed Church going
(during church)
everywhere with the Word"

Thursday

COMMUNITY CONSCIOUS

"Tht Most Excellent Way" Radio Broadcast Sunday 1:30 pm - KPRO 1570 AM

How To

Specializing in beginning and
advance techniques for gospel
music. Course includes: Vocal
Training; Harmony; Ear
Training; and Theory.

(Located at the Cram Elementary School)
29700 Water Street
East Highland, CA 92346 - 0353

(800) 650-5557

Children are are our Speciality

(909) 873-4621
WEST COVINA
Murph Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
138 I Pass & Covina Road
West Covina, CA 91744
(626) 917-3686
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a.m.
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a.m .
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Bible Class
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Bible Class
10:00 a.m.
Choir Practice
7:30 p.m.
Bowling
6:00 p.m.

RIVERSIDE
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-98 10
Saturday Service
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth

9: 15 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Ml. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Communion and Baptism every I st
Sunday
7:00 p.m.

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782

Nursery care is provided

Bible Study

Crossroads Community Church

PLAY PIANO

Enrollment open to interested
adults and beginning classical
· students also.

7:00 pm

(909) 359-0203

CHRIST CENT ERED

,.
'

11 :00 am

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, CA

Weekly Services
Bible Study
Wed .7: 00 PM
Bible School
Sat . 9:30 AM
Praise/Worship Sat.11 :00 AM
Youth Meeting Sat.1 hr. before
sunset

Morning Worship

T he 5 R's "How to Study
the Bible"
6:00 pm

Wind of the Spirit
Worship Center
Foursquare Church

at the
New Life Community Facility
8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B
P.O. Box 2422
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729

Pastor Marcel Wip, M.S.,
M.F.C.C.

The New Life Christian
Church women will be hosting
their annual Christian Womens
Restoration Conference to be
held at the Orange County
Airport Hilton, October 20-31,
1998. Minister DeEtta West of
Faithful Central Missionary
Baptist Church in In glewood

TUESDAYS :

Uniting God's People

16050 Indian Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
(909) 243-6999 - Church
(909) 243-2451 - Fax

Saturday
Bible Study, Prayer & Fellowship 10:00 am
Praise & Dh'ine Worship
11 :00 am
Youth Services
5 :00 pm
Wednesday
Youth Peace Ministries
5:00 pm
Bible Study, Prayer & Fellowship 7:15 pm

and im,mediate past president of
Minister's Wives an d Minister
Widows of Inglewood and
vic inity will be the conference
speaker.
For more information, call the
church office at (909) 8857655,
Tuesday
through
Thursday, 9:00 to 2:00 p.m. and
Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.

The Black ¼nee News
SAN BERNARDINO

SUNDAYS:

Rainbow Community
Praise Center

lie FellowsblP of

Seventll

4:00 p.m. they will culminate
the event with their 108th
Church
Anniversary
Celebration . Guest speaker,
Pastor Tyrone Skinner of
Metropolitan Baptist Church,
Altadena wi ll bring the
message.

Christian Women Conference, Oct. 20th

Sch.e dule of Service
Weekly Worship & Celebration Services
4:00 p . m.

Pastor Jackson
Michael and Emily
Doggette, Jr.
Sunday Service
9:20 a. m.
Round Table Prayer
9:30 a. m.
Sunday school
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worshi p
6:00 p.m.
(Wednesday)
6:00p.m.
Teachers Meeting
7:00p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7:30 - 8 :30 p.m.
Bible Study
7:30 - 8:30 p. m.
Bible Study

Ml. Zio11 lighJhouse Full Gospel C/rurc/1
33 10 Lime Street Downtown
Riverside, CA 92501-5037
(909) 784-HOLY
Clarence R. Williams, Jr., Pastor
Intercessory Hour of Prayer 12 Noon
Wednesday In-depth Bible
Core Study
7 :00 p.m.
Friday Holy Worship Service7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning
Holy Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Sunday Holy Evangelist
Service
7:00 p.m.

New Visions Christian Community
Church
1846 1 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest
Area)
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson,
Jr., M.Ed., M.Div
Christian Growth C lass
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship & Praise 11 :00 a.m.
Prayer & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.

SAN BERNARDINO

-

New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 9.2410
(909) 38 1-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:45 am
Morning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
6 pm
Evening Worship:
6 pm
Pastor Teaching:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelistic Worship:
8 pm Th

New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 924 11
(909) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
Morning Worship 7:45 &
Sunday School
Morning Worship
N.B.C.
Evening Service
Wed. Prayer Service

2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-01 70
Sunday Services
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
11 :00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

New Life Christian Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
8:00 a.m.
Early Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
Church School Hour
11 :00 a.m.
Morning Worship Hour
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Hour
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service
7 :00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel

'·

8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Rialto-Monday
San Bernardino-Friday

Free- Way Missionary Baptist Church
Rev. Alvin B. Hill , Pastor
22545 Barton Road Ste. 111
Grand Terrace, C A 923 13
(909) 825-5140

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Wed. Prayer Meeting
Wed. Bible Study

.

9:30a.m.
11 :00a.m.
7:00p.m.
7:30 p.m.

..

Do you think the President
should resign or be.impeached?
If B, call 1 • 978-4487 and
explain why
.

.

10:45 am
9:45 am
11 :00am
5:00pm
6:00 pm
12 noon

3

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims

Do you think the President
should remain in office?
If B, call 1 - 78M487

.

.

.

.:

..,

.

.

.
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O.C. Smith in Co·ncert at Claremont Church
information or to purchase tickets,
contact (909) 624-3549.
This performance is co-sponsored

The Black Vr1ice Ne1r.1

CLAREMONT

Thursday, September 10, 1998

by the Claremont Church of
Religious Science and the City of
Angels Church and is the first in a
fall series of cultural events
encompassing music, art, dance and
education.

Grammy Award winner O .C.
Smith, (Little Green Apples) the
Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST
City of Angels, 30 Voice Chorus
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•
and Sunday Morning Band will
perform in a celebration of famous
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-LIFE
American legends in music. Their
Sunday
revue includes look and sound alike
WORSHIP SERVICES
tributes to: Ella Fitzgerald, Tina
8:00 am, 9:45 am, 11:30 am & 7:00 pm
Turner (and the Ikettes), Lena
Sunday School
8:00 am
Horne, Billie Holliday, Duke
Sunday School
9:45 am
New Members' Class
9:45 am
Ellington, Ray Charles, Patti
Pastor Ron and LaVette Gibson
Childrens' Church
11:30 am
LaBelle,
Beethoven,
The
O.C. Smith
Our Christian Education Dept. hosts
, Support Group
5:00 pm
Temptations and much more.
Faith Clinic
5:30 pm
This musical spectacular will be Science located at 509 S. College
Charismalife Regional Teacher
Wednesday
held on Saturday, September 19th • Avenue one block south of Arrow
Bible Study (Pastoral Teaching)
7:30 pm
Training Conference
beginning at 7:00 p.m. at the Highway. Tickets are $15, $8 for
Children & Teen Ministries
7:30 pm
Claremont Church of Religious students and kids are free. For more
Saturday, October 17, 1998 8am to 3pm
Frida)I (every 1st & 3rd)
Fellowship Service

BErHEL £-l.1'1.E
lWlJBlW

,.,,.

_______

Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service
10:45 a .rn .
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive

~

7:00 p.m .
Bible Study

7:30 p.m.

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.

9:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Rev. Alvin L. Smith

AMOS TEMPLE CME
2008 Martin Luther King, Blvd.
Stratton Center -Temp. Location
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 55010, Riverside, CA 92517
(909) 683-1567

5694 Jurupa Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 779-0088 - Office
WEEKLY SERVICES

Rev. Paul S. Mimford,M. Div.
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Church of God in Christ
(Heb. 6:11 & 12)
2355 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 222-4005

-.~
., '·. ,,r
..,r.
•J

Prayer Time
Sunday School
Worship Service

Pastor Eullas J. James ,

BLESSED
ASSURANCE

7:00p.m.

"God is in the Blessing Business"

presents

-.-:',·::J[9~>;,. Dllmt11 <:

HIGHWAY

J

Our Motto: ·
LOV in action, shows up better
than LOV spoken

7:00p.m.

Ne,,~ Beginnings
Comn111nity
Baptist Chu1·eh
Services held at: Kansas
Avenue S.D.A . Church
4491 . Kansas Avenue
Ri verside, CA 92507
(909) 653-3775

Weekly Servleea

James I:!. t:.llls, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7 p .m.

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 430, Moreno Valley, CA
92556

4009 Locust (at I 0th St.)
Ri versicle, CA 9250 I
(909) 686-9406

Sc1-11::ouL1::

.... ,.

t\l \ ;;,,\; \ ;~Ji~

WEEKLY S ERVICES

Music
COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS AT 9 PM

Sunday

call
Pastor John Wells

(909) 688-1570

3rd Church Anniversary
Sept. 21st & Sept. 28th
Services Held at 4:00 p.m.

Early Worship
Church School
Mid-Morning Worship
Children's Worship
(2nd & 4th Sunday

7:45 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11 :00a.m.
ll :30a.m.

Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Chosen Generation
(Youth 12-17 years)

The Living Word
Baptist Church

Trinity Baptist Church

4055 Jurupa Avenue (corner
Jurupa & Brockton)
(909) 788- 9218

(909) 656-4015

7:00p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Or=

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

S1::1)v1c1::§
11 :00 a .m .
9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Rev. Shermella Garrett•Egson

THE BOOK

OF ACTS
7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410

(909) 693-0771

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL

WEEKLY ORDER OF SERVICE:
Prayer:
Tuesday - 9:30 a.m.
Thursday-5:30 p.m.
Friday- 10:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p.rn.
1•usfur llur,·••y & Jlrs.
SUNDAY SERVICES:
lleun Jom•s
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
f!tOUt
Morning Worship
11:30 a.m.

884-8241

Valley Fellowship Seventh
Day Adventist Church

2261 2 Alessandro, Mo re n o Valley, CA

27 5 East Grove Street
Rialto , CA 92376

"A church wh ere everybody is
somebody"

(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5 152 - Fax

"Where The Simple Truth Is
Taught and Caught"

Schedule of Service
S und ay Sc h oo l
9 :45 a . m .
Sunday N e w Members' Class 9 :45 a.m.
W orship Servi ce S unday
8 :00 a.m .
W ors hip Servi ce S und a y
11 :15 a . m.
Prayer & Bible Study
W ednes d ay
7 :00 p.m . •
Bible Study
Thursday
12 Noon

Schedule of Service

Rev. F.D. Bullock,
Pastor

Weekly Service

Rev. J. L. Gueste
Pastor

Aehshlng Spring Temple
2883 Mission Inn Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
•R plo,e •here all •ol' ,o•• and be
refreshed•

SATURDAY
F e llowship, Prayer & BibleStudy
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Yo uth Service

WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

Radio Ministry: 1570 AM· KPRO Mon- Fri 9 :45 AM

(909) 784-0860

Pastor Jerry E. Johnson Sr.

7:00p.m.

(New in Temecula!!)
27570 Commerce Center Drive #225
Temecula, CA 92590

6 PM
)

Sunday Praise & Wors hip 12:00 p . m .
Family Bible Study
(Thurs . Night)
6:30 p . m .
Prayer Service
(Thurs. Night)
7:30 p.m .

7:00p.m.

Mountain View
Community Church

and

,

6:00p.m.
. 7:00p.m.

Allen Chapel
4111can Me1hoold
blsoollal Olurdl

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 7:45 a.m .
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
Nursery Open
10:15 a.m.
Wednesday Services
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.
Pastor T. Elsworth
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
Gantt, II
"Second in Name, First in Love"

HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI

LACEYSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT

9:30a.m.

11:15 a.m.

(909) 684-1564 - FAX

1i .

To

Prayer and Bible Study
(1860 Chicago, Ste. #Gll, Riverside)
Wednesday
6:30 p.m.

Sunday
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Y.HW.W.
Evening Worship
Tuesday
Christian Education
Wednesday
Choir Rehearsal
Thursday
Evangelist Service

(909) 684-7532

BIBLE STUDY

9 ~

Lily Of The Valley Church
Of God In Christ

2911 Ninth St.

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a .m .
11:0J a.m.

Tues. Night

9:15 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

Riverside, CA 92502

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

..

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 & 10:45 a.m.

Rev. Raymond F. Williams

Saturday Service
Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

Second Baptist Church

SERVICE TIMES:

-~ fl

Worship Services

7:00 p.m.

Weekly Order Of Service

200 Oasis Rd.

(909)887-1718

Sunday Worship
Services

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux , CA 92509
(909) 276-8374

Palm Springs, CA 92262
(619) 325-1779

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

Prayer Meeting

Wednesday

___________....,..........................

__,....,.....,,

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

SUNDAY SERVICES

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

Come To I.ife, It Will Change Yours!

Prayer Daily: Tues-Fri at 6am, 12 pm, & 7 pm

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909)350-9401

Wednesday

Call now to register and ask for details!

7:30 pm

Date Change
The Gospel Music Workshop to be held at Refreshing Spring
Temple has changed from September 9th to September 16-19,
1998

SHEPHERD

Sundov

11 :00 o.m.

Bibi• Study

presents

7:00 p.m.

Tuesdav
7:00 p.m.

Frldav
Evongellstlc Service 7:30 p.m.

5 :00 pm
7 :00 pm

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY

W••"'' Servf ms
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

9 :30 am
11 :00am
5 :00 pm

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME
SUNDAYS

12:30 - 1 :30 PM
for

(909) 597-7134
4195 CHINO HILLS PKWY 177
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
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V. W. COOLING
SYSTEM SERVICE

Volkswagen Oil & Filter
Change Special

7

~

,
1

!

I

.
1
.

,

4-cylinder gas engines only except ,,,,.
nagon (Other engines slightly highE ' '• Change engine oil (5 qrts. max.)
_
· Install Genuine Autobah® oil filter
heck and top-off transmission, bral \.
windshield washer and
battery fluids.

.

~~

.

All NEW

Super Summer Slam!

COUGAR!

AWESOME,
READY AND
IN STOCK.
. MUST SEE CAR.

~ We're

'«

all

. Expires 7 /27/98
~

:

i

.:r-1"1111"--:

I at thi, Price

I at thi, P,icc
MSR
~

J

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

-:lJ_')_';:-.

a~IOry Discount. . . .. $ I 000

Freeway Discount ..... $600
Customer Price

Customer Price

$27,370.'°' ·. ·

$13·,950 °

MSRP. · · · · · ...... $42,450 . Factory Discount ..... $5000

Freeway Discount . . . $350Q · - Customer rr,ce

"""'

In Stock Today!
GET YOURS NOW

_ ,.

~

..

-

'

. USED CARS ALL DIFFERENT MAKES & MODELS ·
I

95 DODGE SPIRIT
VIN #54 1958

o

•

o

96 FORD
CONTOUR
VIN #1970 17

VIN #2 15640

VIN #200545

ta,111

$9,999

96 FORD RANGER
X-CAB

97 NISSAN SENTRA

VIN ~003353

96 FORD TAURUS

96 DODGE
INTREPID

t10,119
96 VW JETTA ·.

VIN #739 121

VIN #07 195 1

.

_

t11,999
96 FORD WINDSTAR
VIN #8 14594

t11,999

t11,999

t12,999

$14,999

96 TOYOTA
CAMRY

96 FORD MUSTANG
GT

96 FORD
EXPLORER SPORT

V IN 11777:,'.l l

97 FORD MUSTANG
CONVERTIBLE

VIN #136709

VIN #C05563

VIN #132242

$15,999

$15,999

97 CHRYSLER
SEBIRING

96 LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

VH\J 1t~JL!ti:L!

VIN IIG2 1220

$17,999

t22,999

:
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$15,999
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Mercury~

1( 800) 237-811 5

AUTO PLAZA DR.

{~

. ti&,995

97 LINCOLN
TOWNCAR

97 LINCOLN
NAVIGATOR

VIN 1173,18,12

VIN #J29000

t24,999

,- ,
· I. I

I I ' •I
t
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We Specialize In All Credit
Credit'(ou See As A
We See A Solution!
Contact
.\lc fl·111 ~ ✓//
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_$42,999
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McGwire breaks Maris' record!!!!
Mark McGwire smashed Roger Maris' home run record of 61 homers set in 1961. Just like Maris
and the late Mickey Manila chased Babe Ruth's record concurrently ... McGwire and the
Sammy Sosa have chased Maris all all season. McGwire's recofd setting season has set baseball on fire and produced sellout crowds and unlimited media coverage of the game. It was just
what the doctor ordered for baseball.

PORTS

'

Contact Sports Editor: Leland Stein Ill at (909) 682-6070 or black_voice@eee.org
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Hopkins vs. Allen Ends in No-Contest, Duran TKO'd
Duran loses to Joppy
retires for good this time.
By LELAND STEIN III
Black Voice News Sports Editor

LAS VEGAS - George Foreman has
completely changed the way athletes
view
their
playing
mortality.
Conventional wisdom and prom0ter's
of days gone by had placed a glass ceiling on the competitive time frame for all
athletes. When an athlete had reached
his or her expected degradation point in
competitiveness, no matter if the per' former is still skillful enough to compete at the highest level, they had to
hang up the cleats or retire the boxing
gloves.
·
Many great athletes have succumbed
· to the unwritten rule of retire when the
press or their sport or a friend deems so
.. . all proclaim it's time. Conversely,
when an athlete's skill level degrades,
or, they are not able to compete at the
level they once did, many retired. Now,
players play their sport as long as they
are physically able to stand up.
The revolution in duration of athletic
competitiveness has seen its greatest
impact in the sport that many think it
shouldn't . .. boxing! After all, boxing
is the most physical one-on-one sport in
the giant world of big-time sports.
Baseball players generally have had the
long 20-year careers, and its stands to
reason, because of the less physical
nature of the game.
But, boxers fighting longer than baseball players batting and golfers putting
and rebounders rebounding? Yes, its
true. The "sweet science" has a number
of long in the tooth practitioners still
plying this "most dangerous" game.
At the Las Vegas Hilton before a near
capacity crowd of 1,900, the test of age
versus youth was once again put to the
test. Foreman has made many aging
fighters rekindle the thrust for the ring
wars and the over 40 crowd have all
found themselves in the ring again. This
time it was 47-year-old Roberto
Duran's turn.
In a fight billed "Legendary History",
the legend, Duran (102-14, 69 KO's),
laced on the gloves and went after the
World Boxing Association middleweight champion, William Joppy
(26-1-1, 20 KO's), in The Theater - Las
Vegas Hilton.
Tear up the one-more-time-for-theGipper-fairytale script ... it was a no
contest affair.
The refreshing spring of young legs,
arms and lightening quick fists were too
much for the heart and slow legs of one
of boxing greatest legends. Joppy took
Duran to task and completely dominated the fight.
Duran showed that he is a shell of his
former self, or maybe Joppy is that
good? However, because of Duran's
age, the loss will be forever blamed on
his age versus the skill of Joppy; no one
focused on the excellent ring generalship displayed by Joppy.
.
"I needed a knockout because if I didn't knock him out it would make me
look bad," Joppy said. "I should knockout a 47-year-old fighter. I was in a no
. • win situation, but now I'll concentrate
f ·; on becoming the best middleweight in
the world."
' 1 Fighting with confidence, Joppy , 20
years younger than Duran, retained his
. WBA title with a TKO at the 2:54 mark
of the third round - the bout was sched'

I::

....

Photo by Helen J. Stein • BVN

IT'S OVER: The legendary Roberto Duran (r), who has won 102 fights, s.ays he'll hang up the gloves
after William Joppy completely dominated him.

uled for 12-rounds. Many ·in attendance
thought the fight should have been
stooped sooner than the third round.
Referee Joe Cotez amid loud-vocal
clamoring from the concerned fans,
finally stepped in to save a defenseless
Duran from further punishment.
Joppy, who was in the second grade
when Duran won the lightweight championship in 1972, put closure to Duran's
3 I -year career.
"I am okay," said Duran after the
fight. "I am perfectly okay; it's no problem, but I am finished. He was too
heavy and strong for me. I knew what
was happening the whole time. People
say I shouldn't have fought, but I had a
chance to win because anything is possible."

Hopkins falls out ring

to win it (the fight) in the ring. I don't
want my fans to say I quit. I am not a
crybaby . . . I want an immediate
rematch. I want to prove that I am the
best pound for pound fighter in the
world.
Said a disappointed Allen: "He's a
rough and tough fighter with a lot of
pushing and shoving inside. He threw
his weight and I threw mine. I slipped
inside, next thing I know he fell through
the ropes.
"I don't think he was hurt. The doctor
says he hurt his ankle, but I think he didn't want to fight anymore. He was older,
but he knew I was stronger than him and
he wasn't going to beat me tonight."
Added Mill Lane: "I do not believe, in
no way, that Hopkins quit tonight. No way
is he a quitter ... things like this just happen in boxing. They were both rough housing on the inside. They got near the comer
and he (Hopkins) fell out the ring. Momentum t?ok him out the ring .

Referee Mills Lane has become the
centerpiece for the bizarre and farfetched in occurrences in fisticuffs.
We all remember the Tyson/Holyfield
Tapia: best show in boxing
fiasco. Lane was the man in the center
of the ring that had to try and stop the
One of the best fighters to see is
Johnny Tapia (45-0-2, 24 KO's). If you
riot that almost took place after Tyson
pay a dollar and get your money's worth
bit Holyfield's ear.
... Johnny's your man. You want showNow in the co-main event, Bernard
manship ... lots of action ... clean
Hopkins (34-2-1, 26 KO's) the
International Boxing Federation mid- · breaks ... clowning ... sportsmanship
... unsportsmanship ... Johnny's your
dleweight versus No. 1 contender
Robert Allen (22-2, 17KO's), the Lane
man.
Tapia is one of those fighters that
appeared to shoved Hopkins through
loves the game, loves to fight and perthe rope near the end of the fourth
form. It's not just boxing to him, it's the
round. The fight was ruled a no-contest
fans Tapia plays to, who constantly yells
and a rematch ordered by the IBF.
.. . Johnny, Johnny, Johnny throughout
Hopkins, having trouble at the time
the contest.
figuring out the style and quickness of a
Part Ali, part Sugar Ray Leonard, part
game Allen, fell througH the rope and
Thomas Hearns. born to fight is Tapia.
never got up. The fans in the stands
In this bout Tapia against Carlos
unleashed a chorus of boos and as
Hernandez, Tapia was cut over the left
Hopkins wallowed on the floor in pain.
eye'
in the third round, and the referee
Ringside physician Fl~p Homansky
and
ring-side doctor was threatening to
said he though Hopkins ad a severe
stop the fight. However, Tapia was havsprain of the lateral ligament in his
ing none of that. He fought through the
ankle, X-rays taken at Va ley Hospital
pain and put on a show that had all in
were negative.
attendance standing and cheering his
Bernard Hopkins: "He was grabbing
10-round unanimous decision over
and holding me the whole fight. He had
me in a head lock and Mills came over
Hernandez.
Moving up to 119 from the 115, Tapia
to break us up, next thing I knew I was
wanted to test the waters at the banshoved out the ring. He (Allen) took his
tamweight level, and will probably give
right arm and threw me out the ring. I
up his junior bantamweight WBO and
felt a twisting and burning sensation in
IBF titles.
my left ankle.
"I don't like winning like this ; I like

r================

Pho o y'Heien J. Stein • BVN
FREAK ACCIDENT: Hopkins known as the executioner and Allen the No. 1 contender were
expected to put on a tremendous fight, but Hopkins fell out of the ring and sprang his ankle. The
fight was ruled No Contest.

Sporting Stein's Way

Literacy Tutors Needed
The San Bernardino Public Library Literacy Program will hold a
literacy workshop for volunteer tutors, Saturday, September 12, 1998,
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the library's Literacy Center, 555 W.
Sixth St., San Bernardino. The workshop and orientation will explain
how the literacy program operates, what services it provides, the
cause and effect of illiteracy, and much more. For more information,
cali (909) 381-8205 or (909) 381-8206.

• Travel
• Reviews

Thursday, September 10, 19~8
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Vesta Returns to Scene with Anticipated CD
The Black Vaia New.t

guitarist/producer Ritenour (also a
principal
of
i.e.
Music) ,
saxophonist Gerald Albright ,
pianist Russell · Ferrante, and
drummer Harvey Mason. Also on
hand to lend their production skills
are Barry J. Eastmond , Travon
Potts, Derrick Edmondson and

Acclaimed
R&B
vocalist/songwriter Vesta enters
new musical realms with the much
anticipated Relationships. Long
heralded as an R&B diva, Vesta
expands her repertoire to
encompass a unique blend of soul,
funk, and jazz that will not only
excite her loyal fanbase, but is sure
to convert a new wave of listeners
to her distinctive vocal sound. For
the energetic vocalist whose
legendary live performances have
been known to include stand -up
comedy and impressions in addition
to music , this album presents a
much
more
personal
and
introspective glimpse of the
entertainer. "I wrote from the heart

lmani Productions
Looking for Actors
ri,e Black ¼,ice Nell's
RIVERSIDE

Imani Productions. a theatrical
drama troupe in Riverside. is
looking for adults and teens who are
interested in performing (acting.
dance. singing) in plays for it 's
1998/ 1999 season
Jean Denny. director of the drama
troop as well as Teen Theatre
welcomes actors with a desire to
commit themselves to a drama
project.
Imani Productions has been doing
plays by playwrights like Lorraine
Hansberry.
P.J .
Gibson .
Shakespeare. as well' as original
works by Denny who is a
playwright for over six years. She is
presently looking for youth who
wish 10 perform in an upcoming
drama entitled. ·· Sha kespe are
Comes to Teen Theatre.··
Denny says there 's no fee for
joining troupe. Her only criterion is
that actors come with willingness to
grow as a drama artist.
For more information. please call
J. Den ny any A .M. at (909) 78284 19.

Pan African Film
Festival Seeks
Submissions

Van Peebles film Posse, in which
she plays a sexy Mae West-type of
character, and wrote two songs for
the soundtr,ack.

Myron McKinley.

Courtesy of Polygram Records, Inc.
for this project." she says. "It's all
about me and the relationships I've
been in and every thing I' ve
learned."
Among the ten origi nal s Vesta
wrote for Re lati ons hips arc the
bittersweet. mid-tempo grooves of
''I'll Be Alright". and the carefree
and jazzy "All Because I'm Free".
complete with upright bass licks
and fingcrsnaps. "For a long time
after we demo'd ''I'll Be Alright", I
couldn't listen to it without crying."
says Vestal "The song i~ filled with

a lot of emotion. "All Because I'm
Free" is my affirmation song. That's
what I play when I'm down." Other
highlights include " Just Fine",
featurin g Ritenour's warm guitar
work, and the hard-driving .
contemporary rhythms of "Who".
which is full of Vesta's distinctive
phrasing . Vesta also creates a
distinctive version of the Stevie
Wonder classic "You And I".
Joining Vesta on Rela tionships
arc a cast of renowned R&B and
including
musicians
jazz

Vesta grew up singing R&B ,
jazz, funk, and top 40, and later
added stand-up comedy and
impersonations to her repertoire.
Early in her career, she became a
successful backup vocalist and has
worked with artists such as Chaka
Khan , Anita Baker, Sting , The
Commodores, Gladys Knight ,
George Duke, Najee, David Benoit,
Bobby Wo'mack , and The
Crusaders. As a songwriter, she has
collaborated on previous albums
with th'e likes of Chuckii Booker,
Brian McKnight, and Michael M.
Powell. She has also found success
performing commercial jingles for
McDonald 's, Baskin Robbins ,
Exxon Gas, American Honda, Diet
. Coke, and Revlon. Vesta landed her
first recording de al with A&M
Records and cut four albums there,
including the gold certified Vesta 4
U. Her distinctive, full-bodied soul
stylings have resulted in hits like
"Congratulations" and " Sweet
Sweet Love". A week-long stint as

Your-Community
.Tazz Station
89.1 FM • Box 3080 • Redlands,

CA 92373

(909) 792-0721
KlJOR a .1 FIi REDt.AND$-PROORI.II SCHEDULE
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AFFORDABLE SENIOR LIVING
IN CATHEDRAL CITY
A 52-unit one story gated senior
community will
open in January 1999. Rent is based on 30% of gross
monthly income for those who qualify.
Eligibility requirements are:
persons must be 62 years of ag~ or older and income
does not exceed $15,700/year for single persons and
$17,900/year for couples.

lnlemational Relations Council, Inc.
South Africa ~ister City.,, Committee

.. *

.A.
K

* *

To apply, please call 1-888-897-9732
Monday, Wednesday or Friday
between 10 a.m. & 2 p .m.

4th Annual

e:},uf/llJlaMnalC~1.ial ~Lnfk1t @k

LOS ANGELES

Ef'114
FEATURING

George Duke
Bobby Caldwell and his Big
Band
The Meeting featuring Ndugu
Chancier. Patrice Rushen,
Ernie Wattsand special guest
Neil Stubenhaus
Dakota Moon
Chris Standring
J Smooth
Jon Carey
Stanley Clarke
Dee Dee Bridgewater
Average White Band
Nestor Torres
The Nightfire Orchestra
and Very Special Guest

Ef'at&Jay,Ef'~ 20, 1998
I\
5:00 P.M. lill 8:00 P.M.
::·*,··:·
• ..

..

.

'

:

·'

.

..,·

* fr.p*an Evenir6 of
* lnlernaiJonal

* fm,f~~Md

TICKET PRICE

0ctobe~ 3&4
;0

Adult
Child, Ages 3-12
2-Day Pass
VIP
VIP Child Ages 3-12
Handling Charge
per Ticket

$25
$10
$40
$50
$20

* ** *

t:nteruillment

*

$1

ROfit3Cc.O Fn

Inland Empire
Music & Art Foundation
A

non-p,ollt orgonlzotJon

(909) 342-2272

lnlerna on
Produced By

Inland Empire Music & Art Foundation
A non-profit organization

t

* ** *** * *
* ** ** *
******
* ***
*
*
"~****
!*
**
*
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The Pan African Film Festival
(PAFF) is currently accepting film
submissions and fine art
applications The deadline fo( film
submissions is October 30, 1998.
The artist applications must be
received by October 12. To obtain
an applica!ion ' for the film festival
or art show. contact PAFF at P.O.
Box 2418 Beverly Hills, CA
90213 , or phone (323) 295-1706
and fax at (323) 295- 1952. Hit the
web
site
at
www.
LAPAFF@aol.cotn.
. This year PAFF will be
.:(warding severi newly established
him honors . The categories for
awards are: Best Narrative
Feature; Best Documentary
Fea ture , Best Na.rrative Short ;
Best Documentary Short; Best
Student Film; Audience Aware/
(nanative ordocumentaryJ and
Jury Award
(narrative
or
documentary).
Established in I 992, the Pan
African Film Festival (PAFF) has
become the largest festival in the
: United States dedicated to the
: ex hibHion of Black films.
, · Currently celebrating its 7. season, PAFF will once again
• exhibit over seventy of the finest
features, shorts and documentaries
. from the United States, Africa, the
• , Caribbean, Latin America ,
E urope, the South Pacific and
Canada. Held February 4, 1999
• through Februa- y 15, I 999 at the
· Magic Johnson Theatres and the
Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza in
· Los Angeles, the PAFF will also
include an exhibition and sale of
the works of some one hundred
. Prominent and emerging Black
~ne artists and crafts people.

host of BETs popular "Video Soul"
program in 1991 allowed a national
audience to experience Vesta's
comedic skills. Vesta has also
graced the big screen in the Mario

1·

ire

ncourae,edl ~~VP BY:&~lember 21sl

for addillonal Information call:Judith enffifi al: (900) 782-5808

rep ac ng your hot water eater, don't buy one •
G R E E N
arg•r than you need. It wlll only waste energy
T I P S
eating water you don't need.

CLASSIFIEDS I L E'G AL S.
PG B-3
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CLASSIFIEDS
~-ELIGIBILITY WORKER
TRAINEE
BILINGUAL ELIGIBILITY
WORKER TRAINEE

S1 ,298 approx. mo. salary
Plus health insurance,
retirement, and other benefits
Apply by October 6, 1998

ACCOUNT CLERK-CORPORATE/CONSTRUCTION
Dynamic Inland Empire based non-profit housing provider
seeking Acctg Clerk. Must be highly organized and have
computerized accounts payable experience. Construction
and/or residential property management acctg experience a
plus. Please submit resume & salary requirements to:

.·MAO GE

The applicants listed above are applying
to the Department cl Alcoholic Beverage
Control lo sell alcoholic beverages at:
381 Alessandro Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92508
For the lollowing type of License:
20 OFF-SALE BEER AND WINE
p.913.9/10.9/17

The filing of this statement does not
of
authoriZe the use in this state of
a fictitious business name in violation of
Ihe rights of anolher under federal .
state, or common law (sec.14400
el.saq.b & p code)
Statement tiled willl the County of Riller·
side on 814198
I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct
copy of the original statement on file in
my office.
GARY L. ORSO
County Cferlc
FILE NO. 985134
p,8127,9/3,9/10,9/17

~••ff

The following person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
V R C AUTO REPAIR
2409 Main St.
Riverside. CA 92501

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 10, 1998
• 194 South Del Rosa
San Bernardino. CA 112405
CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted by Llmijed
Liability Company
Registrant has riot yet begun to transact
business under the liclttious busine11

Riverside. CA92503
This business is conducted by
lndividuals-HUlband and W~e
Registrant has not yet begun to transacl
business under the f ictitious business
name or names lisled herein.
st Michele Tran
The filing of this 11aIement does not of
_..., authorize the use in this state of a
licl~ious business name in v iolation of
the rights of another under federal ,
Slate, or common law (sac.14400
etsaq.b & p code)
.
Statement llled with the County of
Riverside on 8/3 t/98
I hereby certify that this copy is a correc1
copy of the original statement on file in
my office.
GARY L. OP.SO
County Clerk
FILE NO. 985697
p.91I0.9117,9124, 10(1

name or names Wiled herein

s/ Tara Cooper
The filing of this statement does not of
authorize the use in this state of a
ficlttious busina11 name in violation of
the righta of another under federal,
state. or common law (aec . 14400

it..,

This business is conducted by

a General Partnership
Registrant has not yet begun to transact'
business u nder the fictitious business
name or names listed herein.
s/ Stephanie Hicks
The filing of this statement does not of
ttseH authorize the use in this state of a
f ictitious business name in violation of
the rights of anol her under federal,
state. or common l aw (sec. 1 4400
et.saq.b & p Cade)
Statement fi led with t he County of
Riverside on 8/12/98
I her~ _
certify that this copy is a correct
copy of the original statement on lile 11 ·
my office.
GARYL. ORSO
CountyClerl<
FILE NO. 985312
p.9110,9/17.9/24. 10/1

et.seq.b & p code)
The Transitional Assistance
8265 ~ n Street. S4ite) 9<> .•.
Statement filed with the County ol
Valente VrYanco
Department will hire Eligibility
The following person(s) is (are) doing
Riverside on 8/24/98
23511 Oavid Ln.
Rancho Cuca~ga, CA 91.7~0 ,
I hereby certify that this COPV is a correct
Worker Trainees to begin
Moreno Valley. CA 92557
business as:
· Fax'(909) 483-2448
·•
copy of the original statement on life in
DEBT BUSTERS
classroom training in January,
E-ma(I: ma/tlckson@fchdc,com .
I 660 Country Club Drive
my office.
Cecilio Garcia
1999. During the first eight to
GARYL. ORSO
1835 Illinois Ave.
Riverside. CA 92506
ten wks of employment
Riverside, CA 92507
County Clerk
BLACK VOI C E
Lawrence Ewing
FIL£ NO. 985548
Equal Opportunity Employer
trainees learn to interview and
p.8/27,913,9(10,9/17
The following person(s) is (are) doing
1660
Country
Club
Drive
Ruben Salazar
determine eligibility for a
LibrariaO•~ $2$;"t46-°$3s;ss1
. · .........,.. 8465
WILL PUBLISH
Riverside, CA 112506
business as:
Cypres St.
variety
of
transitional
Riverside. CA 92503
The following person(s) is (are) doing
SCS CREATIONS
YOUR OBA
Librarian
II,
$31,678$40,456
(+benefits),
41593 Winchester Ad. Suila t 120
This business is conducted by
Rodney Barnes
business as:
assistance programs . then
FOR
ONLY
Temecula, CA 92590
THE PHOTO SCAN LAB
a General Partnership
7128 York Drive
promote to Eligibility Worker .LilL!: B.A. + min . 1yr. prof. exp. in community outreach, Registrant commenced to transact Highland. CA 92260
3638 University Ave.
1
Sharyl Jean Rieser
Riverside, CA 112501
I ($1619 approx mo. salary). volunteer or youth progs. MLS will sub for exp . .L.i.b.JJ: B.A. + b1..tsinass under the fictitious business This business is conducted by
( >? fnr tor ;iny add 1·I names)
37475 Applegate Rd.
Joint Venture
Eligibility Workers I receive min 2yrs. pro. lib. exp., incl. 1yr supervision. MLS will sub for name or names listed 8/1198
s/ Valente Vivanco
Aegl stranl has not yet begun to
Anthony Rodrick Jardine
Murrieta. CA 92563
mail your pink OBA
six mos of on-the-job training 1yr exp. (not for supervision).
6950 Perafta Pl.
The filing of this statement does no1
transact b1..tsiness 1..tnder lh• fictitious
form with a check or
Cynthia Lea Thompson
Riverside, CA 9250
and must achieve full
cl itsett authorize the use in this state of
business name or names hied heretn.
Current vacancy at Chino/Chino Hills. List will be valid for
money order to
535 Valley Dr.
a fictitious business name in violation of
s/ Lawrence A. Ewiny
proficiency to be promoted to
6mos. Ori ginal County Application and suppl. appl. for
Vista, CA 92084
the rights of another under lederal,
The filing of this statement does not
Joan Maxine Jardine
P.0.Box 1581,
Eligibility Worker II ($1922state. o r common law (sec . 14400
of itsen authorize the use in this state of
6940 Peralta Place
Librarian 1/11 req'd. & avail. at all San Bernardio County Branch
S1ephanie Ann Hicks
a lict~ious business name in violation of Riverside, CA 92509
2454 approx mo. salary).
et.seq.b & p code)
Riverside , CA 92502
Libraries or Apply to:
the rights of another under federal,
32124 Via Sande
StaIement filed with the County of River•
Req 'd: Two yrs . of exp. w/
David James Zimmerman
San Bernardino County Human Resources
Temecula. CA 92592
side on 8/1 2198
state. or common law (sec . 14400
1736 N. Mountain V,ew Ave.
extensive public contact AND
I horeby certtfy that this copy is a correct
et. saq.b & p eode)
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
157 West Fifth Street (First Floor)
San Bernardino, CA 112405
Stat:iment filed with the Coullty of Riverpossession of a H.S. diploma
copy of the original statement on file in
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0440
Anthony
Stuart
Leederman
my
oNice.
side
on
8/14/98
REAL ESTATE SERVICES DIVISION
or GED. Substitution: 15 sem.
(909) 387-8304 TDD (909) 387-60791
8311 Vineyard t3
GARY L. ORSO
t hereby certify that this copy is a correct
(23 qtr) units of comp!. col
INVITATION TO BID
copy
of
the
original
statement
on
file
in
Rancho
Cucamonga,
CA
91730
County
Clerk
http://www.co.san-bernardino.ca.us.
This business is conducted by a ,Bid Opening: October 15. 1998, 2:00 PM; sealed Proposals w ill be received by the
course work
may
be
FILE NO. 985299
myotfice.
An equal opportunity and ADA compliant employer
General Partnership
p.8/20.8/27.9/3. 9/10
GARY L. ORSO
·state until the Bid Opening date and time indicated. at:
substituted for one year of the
· Registrant has not yet begun to transact
County Clerk
PROBATION OFFICER 1/11
req. exp. Candidates bilingual
State of Cal~omia
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
business under the ficli1ious business
The !chowing person(s) is (are) doing
FILE NO. 985359
$2454 - $3134/
Department of General Services
I:
name or names listed herein
in
Spanish
or
Asian
business as:
p.8/27.9/3.9/10.9/17
SPECIALIST
Real
Estate
Services Division
s/ Anthony Jardine
SCISSOR'S
S2985-$3806 approx. mo.
languages are encouraged to
$2,281 - $2,910 approx. mo.
15373 Innovation Drive. Suite 250
73•386 Hwy 111 #8
The lollowing person(s) is (are) doing
The filing of 1his smement does not of
apply. Those who pass oral Filing Deadline Sep 23.
San Diego. Calfornia 92128
,
Palm Oesert. CA 92260
business as:
itseH authorize the use in this slate of a . 1
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
'
,,
fictitio1..ts business name in violation at
and written proficiency tests 1jil
MURRIETA DENTAL GROUP
,Proposals: The Proposals will be publicly opened at the indicated date and place,!
SPECIALIST TRAINEE
the rights ol anolher under federa l. land read promptly after the indicated time. for the Project TIiied:
Emily Banke
40770 Catrtomia Oaks Rd.
!, ·
will receive addit'I pay. For ·Probation Officers perform
state. or common law (sec. 14400
44-393 Lingo Lane
Murrieta. CA 92562
$1 ,877 - $2,393 approx. mo.
detailed announcement and investigations ,
!ZONE I GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION SYTEM EXPANSION
provide
Palm Desert. CA 92260
et.seq.b & p code)
'DEPARMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
special application, con.tact:
Pacttic Den1al Service,. Inc.
Statement liled with the County ol
casework svcs and make The Jobs and Employment
•GLEN AVON. RIVEASIOE COUNTY. CALIFORNIA
This business is cond1..tcted by
129W. Wilson Slreet
Riverside on 8/20/98
recommendations to the court Services Department is lnd1v1dual
San Bernardino County
TOX 9602.00
I hereby certify that th,s copy is a correc1
Costa Mesa. CA 92627
rel to juvenile/adult proba- recruiting for positions that Registrant commenced to transact CALIFORNIA
copy of the original statement on Me in
Human Resources
Projec1 Description: New extrac1ioo and moMoring wells: piping: piping vaults:·
myoNice.
security boxes: submersible pumps: u pgrading of existing electrical system:
tioners. REQ: 30sem/ 45qtr provide employment services business under the f1cti1ious b1..tsiness This ousiness is conducted by
157 West Fifth Street
GARYL. ORSO
name or names listed 1011n4
Corporation
plumbing; end related work.
col units in behav or criminal to participants in GAIN and s/ Emily Banke
First Floor
Reg,stranr has not yet begun to iransact
County Clerk
Contractors License Classification Requirement: Class A wilh HAZ; or C- 10 with i
sciences and Exp: .!.fil'.filj: No JTPA. Req: Education-Thirty The filing of this statement does not
business under the fictitious business
FILE NO. 985510
San Bdno. CA 92415-0440
HAZ: or C-36 with HAZ: C-57 with HAZ; registered with the Depanment of Industrial!
p .8/27,9/3.9/ 10.9/17
exp req . Level II : 1 yr of sem. ( 45quarter) units of of 1tsetf authorize the use in this state of name or names lis1ed herein.
Fax: (909) 387-5792
Relattons. required to Bid on this project. II Bidding Contractor is not HAZ Cen,lied.
a fictitious business name in v1ola1ion of
sJ Stephan E. Thome I President
comp
.
col
coursework
in
casework or group work exp
http://www.co.santhen Bidding Contractor shall employ a subcontractor wnh HAZ Certrt,cation. and
The following person(s) is (are) doing
the rights ol another under federal .
Tha liling of th,s statement does no1 of
,
English
,
math,
public/
registered wilh the Department of lndustrfa1Relations.
which incl counseling and
bernardino.ca.us
state . or common law (sec . 14400
itself authorize the use in this state of a
business as:
fictitious business name ,n v,01a11on of
MONARCH TRAILS PUBLICATIONS
Mandatory Pre-Bid Site Inspection: September 17. 1998. at 10:00 AM. at the l
treatment assignments. - OR business admin ., behavioral/ et.seq.b & p cOde)
EOE m/f/d
11168 Montlake Dr.
Statement l 1led with the County of River·
the rights cl another under federal.
Security Kiosk by the St11ngtellow Pretreatment Plant entry located al 3450 Pynte
- 60 sem/90 qtr col units (at social science, education or a side on 8/ 13198
state . or common l aw ( sec . 14400
A,verside. CA 92505
PLASTERER/CEMENT
Road. G len Avon . California. Prospective B idders shall meet with State
closely rel field . Experience: I hereby certily thal this copy is a correct et,seq.b & p code)
least
15sem/23qtr
must
be
in
.representatives: the State will conduct a Pre-Bid Inspection tour. B ids w ill be ,
FINISHER
accepted only from Bidders whom are gu~l~ied Contractors and that have Attended ·
behav sci} plus 2 yrs Trainee : One yr of public copy o( the original statemen) on Ille in StaI emen1 f1l od w i)h .the County of Alvin Thomas Clavon
$2509.34-$3053.00/mo
my office.
Riverside on 8/19/98
11168 Montlake Drive
contact
exp.
which
included
the Mandator, Pre·Bid Site Inspection tour.
casework or group work exp
GARY L. ORSO
I hereby cert1ly that this copy is a correct
R,verside. CA 92505·3650
Compl o f formal appren which incl counseling and interpreting and applying CounIy Clerk
.1. Attended: Shall be deemed to mean that Prospective Bidders shall Sign-in on a
copy or tne ori91t'\al statement on Ille in
State-issued lorm on o r before the time stipulated herein: be present throughout the
ticeship as plasterer (or 3 yrs treatment assignments. and government regu-lations (may FILE NO. 981664
my office.
Joyce Clavon
ent11e State-conducted Mandatory Pre-Bid Sije lnspect,on; •nd s ,gn-out on a State•
GARY L. ORSO
11168 Montlake Dr.
pd exp. pert plastering work Exp : ~ : No exp req . substitute an addt 'I 15 p.8/20.8/27.9/3.9/1 0
·issued lorm after the State conc·u1es the Mandator, Pre·Bid Site Inspection.
County Clerk
R,vars,dt. CA 92505-3650
(AND) one yr pd cement l..fil'..tlll: 1 yr as described sem(23qtr) units of qualifying The follo,\,ing person(s) •s fare) doing
2 . S1.1bcontractors: in terested prospective subcontra c tors are invited. but n ot
FILE NO. 985456
This business is conducted by
coursework
for
the
req.
exp.}
finishing exp. Valid CDL.
business as:
lndividuals•Husband and Wife
p.8/27.9/3 .9110.9/17
required. 10 anend.
above.
ENTREPRENEURS
ETC.
Reg
istrant
c
ommenced
to
transact
Recruitment closes 4:00pm
Specialist : One yr of exp .
D•sabled Veterans Business Enterprises (DVBE) Sem,nar: On September 17. 1998.
16004 Chicago Ave
The follow,ng person(s) ,s (are) doin~
business under the (1ct 1tiou s business
PROBATION
a Seminar on DVB': Panic1pa1ion Program requ irements and procedures will be
which incl job counseling, R,vers•de. CA 92508 -9210
9/22/98
business as:
name or names hsled 8/24/98
CORRECTIONS
conducted by the State. concurrent wit~ the Mandatory Pre-Bid Site Inspection
training or development for
s/ Alvin T. Clavon
HUNTER REALTY
BENEFITS MANAGER
OFFICER/TRAINEE
M,chael D. Dempsey
, 450 Un1vers1ty Avenue. Ste. F-502
Tne tiling of th,s s1atement does not ot
Minimum Oualificat1ons and Evaluatton Crtteria: The Btdder shall submit a properly,
participants
in
a
job
training
S55.096.20/yr(228 wk day yr)
R,vers,de, CA 92507
itself authorize the use In this state of a
16004 Ch,cago Ave.
completed Contractor Questionnaire w ith the Proposal: refer to DOCUMENT 0021 ·
$2454 - $3134
or employment prog; -or- 1yr. R1
Any comb 36mos perf prof &
f 1ctiuous business name tn violation of
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA.
.
vers1de. CA 92508·9210
S2070 - S2640 approx mo .
Teresa Hunter
of
exp
.
equiv
to
an
Employthe
nghts
ol
another
under
fede
ral.
technical wk in admin of
Pr<>ject
Manual
and
Drawings:
May
be
viewed
at:
2361
Prospect
Avenue
Filing Deadline Oct 13, 199~ ment Services Technician in a L,sa M Dempsey
state . or comm on law (s ec. 14400
Slate ol California
group insurance plans & other
R,vers,de. CA 92507
16004 Chicago Ave.
etseq.b & p coae)
or
JTPA R,verside.
Depanment of Goneral Services
Corrections GAIN/JOBS
This business 1s cond ucted by
employee benef & provisions Probation
CA 92508-9210
State ment f ol ed w •th the County of
Real
Es1ate
Services D1vis10n
l n01v1duaI
R,vers,de on 8/24/98
of ins contracts . All exp . Officers and Trainees are program. -or-1yr. of exp. as a This business Is conducted by
Construct10n Contracts •
Aeg 1s:r ant ccmm en ced to transact
1
noIv,ouaIs-Husoand
and
Wife
I
hereby
cenify
that
1hIs
copy
,s
a
correct
credentialed
elementary.
MUST
have
involved assigned to juvenile detention
1300 I Street. Su,te 800
business unoer lhe t1ct1t1ons business
Registra n t has no1 yel begun to
copy of the origrnal statement on file ,n
Sacramento. Caldorn,a 95814
use/oper ation of automated and treatment facilities where secondary, vocational ins transact business unoer 1he t1c1111ous name er names hs!ed abo\le on 8/16198 my ott,ce.
s1 Teresa Hun1er
GARYL. ORSO
15373 Innovation Drive. Suite 250
computer.' software systems. they provide custodial care for tructor or school counselor. business name or names listed here:n.
Th~ t1hng ot this s:atement does not ot
Lisa M. Dempsey
County Clerk
San Oiego. Cahtom,a 92128
Bachelor's degree Im accred the court wars . REQ : 30 Bilingual in Spanish or Asian s/
,tseH au1hor+ze 1he use ,n 1n1s state of a
The f1l1ng of 1h1s statement ooes not
F ILE NO. 985555
at Area Builder' Exchanges; and al certa.n Small Business and Minority Assoc1a col/univ.
Subs titute ( 1) sem(45qtr) units of comp col languages is a plus. For info. ot 11se1t authorize the use 1n th is state ct f 1c11t,ous business nar:ie In v1ola1,on of p .8127.9/ 3.9/ 10.9/17
1,ons in the pro1ect vte:1n1ty.
·'
t he rignts at anoiner under fede r a l.
in
psych , and applications, contact:
a fict1t101.1s bl.ls1ness name m v1ola110n of
successful compl of certified coursework
stat e. or commc1 raw (se c. 14400
th e nghts cl another u nder ledera l.
The fo llow,ng person(s) ,s (are) do,ng
P ro1ect Manual and D rawings Copy O rder: 540. inclusive of 1ax. non-re1urnable ~
San Bernardino County
employee benefits specialist sociology. criminology, crimin
et se~ b & p code)
slate . o r com mon law (sec. 14400
business as·
charge for each set Sets may be ordered. paid by check or money order wh,ch shall •
Human Resources
S1a1emen1 flleo with 1ne County of
(CEBS) prog sub for al justice or other clos rel
et.seq.b & p cOde)
NORCO DENTAL PRACTICE
be rece,ved by the State bel ore sets can be sent to a Prospective Bidder. Sets will
R ,vers,de on 8/21198
157
West
Fifth
Street
behav
science
courses
of
Statemem
filed
w
ith
the
County
of
River•
1260 Hamner Avenue
oe ava,labte tor o rder on September 10. 1998. Prospectrve Bidders shall print 1n ink
bachelor's degree . (2) in
I
hereby cen,ty lflat Ih1s coi;>y ,s a correct
s•de
on
8/
11/98
N
orco.
CA
91760
the Projecl Work O rder Number on check o r money order. Order shall include physi- .
First Floor
excess of req . 36 mos exp. which at least half must be
I hereby certify 1ha1 this copy is a correct copy of 1ne or191naI s:atement on lite ,n
cal add ress to wh.ch sets w ill be dehvered. contact person al dehvery address. t e1eSan Bdno, CA 92415-0440
my
office
sub. education of 2 mos exp upper divi sion And exp:
copy of 1he original statement on flle ,n
Pa crf,c Dental Services. Inc.
pnone number. lacsimile ,iumber: include written request tor Bid Forms. If b1dd1n9 as ·
GARY L. ORSO
Fax: (909) 387-5792
my office
129 W. Wd son Street
Prime Contractor. P.0 .B ox number address. telephone orders, cash, or C.O .D . •
for five sem units of course (Trainee) : no exp. (Officer) :
County Clerk
GARY
L.
ORSO
Costa
Mesa.
CA
92627
requests
shall not be deemed acceP1able and will be rejected by the SIa1e. Check or
ht1p://www.co.sanwk up to max of 24 mos. All 6mos f/t work exp in a 24hr
FILE NO. 985529
County Clerk
CALIFORNIA
money order shall t>e made payable to the Real Estate Services 0 1v1sion. and dehvbernardino.ca.us
residential
facility
providing
p
.8/27.9/3,9/
10.9.'17
candida tes (except those
FILE NO. 985276
This business is con d ucted by
ery shall be caused 10:
•
EOE m/f/d
p.8/20.8/27.9/3. 9/ 10
Corpora1ion
qualifying under Sub #1 must treatment or custodial care for
State of Cal~ornia
The follo wing person(s) •s (are) doing
Registrant
has
not
yet
begun
10
1ransact
have a min of 60 ~~m units of de linquent , neglected, or
Department ol General Services
bvs1ness as.
Snickers. Candy Business The following person(sJ ,s (arel doing
business under the f rctit ious bu siness
Real Estate Services Division
SUPERIOR HOME CARE SERVICES
course wk. Valid ~L & auto disturbed youths or adults. name
or
names
hsted
herein.
b1.1s1ness
as:
50 Locations,
Construction Contracts
L .L.C.
s/ S1ophen E. Thorne I President
liab ins.: persnl tlarisp for rel OR- 60sem (90qtr) units of
MASTER CLEAN
1300 I Street. Suite 800
$800 - $1200 solid mo inc 879 Encino PL
Moreno Valley Plaza
The ! ,ling of th•s statement does not cl
compl col co ursework of
travel.
Sacramento. Calfornia 95814
23639-G Sunnymead Bivd.
1tseH authorize 1he use in this state of a
Corona. CA 91720
Attention: P,o,ect Manual and Drawings Request.
Moreno Valley. CA 92553
Recruitment cJo's es 4:00pm which at least 15sem (23 qtr) Cost $2995 (800) 963-6123
fictitious business name In v,01a11on ol
units must be in behav sci
www.vendingroutes.com
the right s cl another unde r lederal.
Do not return Project Manual or Draw,nos.
10/6/98
Agn,eszlita Guzzett,
Tara Cooper
state. o r common l aw { sec . , 4400
And exp:(Trainee) 12mos fi t
879 Enc,no Pl.
Small Businesses: Prelerence will be granted to Perspective Bidders approved asi •
3031 Canyon Crest Dr. •34
FACILITIES 'PLANNING
et.seq.b & p code)
Corona. CA 91 720
exp as described above
-small Business· in accordance with Section 1896 et. seq .. Title 2. California Code!•
Riverside. CA 92507
S tatement l i led with 1he Coun t y of
MANAGER
This business is conducted by
.
Of
Reguiat,ons.
;
(Officer) 18 mos f/1 exp as
Riverside' on 8/ 19198
Individual
1
S56,760.06/yr (228 dy wk yr)
D w,ghI Slaughter
! hereby ~•rt/fy that thas COPY is a correc:1 - 8idder·s Sec\lrily: Bidders shaH pmvida Bidder·s Security lor Projects. $10.000 or1
described above.
Reg,11rant commenced to tr1nsac1
SOSS Ktnslngton Way
copy ot the ~ig1na1 sta1emen1 on file in
greater. Bidder may provide •-her. or a combination of. Bidder·s Bond. Certified',
By keeping the humidity
business 1..tnder Iha fictitious bu~tness
Two yrs professional-level For further details on
R•verside. CA 92507
my ollica.
Check. Cashier's Check. or cash, exclus,vely.
name or names listed 814/98
down,
you
can
feel
facility planning & develop wk requirements, conditions of
GARY
L.
ORSO
s/ Agnleszka Guzzett1
Successful Bidder: Successful Bidder shall provide a Payment Bond. and a PertorCharles Fantroy
more comfortable during
County Clerk
exp. in Calif public school employment and applications
mance Bond.
FILE
NO.
985457
the
summer.
all separate bid items and schedules
district of at lea st 10.000 contact:
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
p.8/27, 9/3.9/10.9/17
, Disabled Vetoran Business Enterprises Panicipalion Program (DVBE): Prospective
covered by 1he bid .
,RECEIPT AND OPENING OF BIDS
A:D.A. & bachelor's degree in
San Bernardino County
Bidders are advised to comence the required DVBE procedures immediately upon
C. Requests lor approval of proposed
receipt of Project Manual and Oraw ,ngs.
A.
Sealed
Bids
will
be
received
only
at
Public Admin ., Accounting, ,.
Human Resources
The lollowing person(s) is (are) doing
substilutas and equals shall bel
,the Housing Authonty of the County of
!p.9/
10
business as:
TIPS:
Mgmt. Architecture/Engineer
157 West Fifth Street
submitted to the Owner not later than
;Rive rside (Owner) 5555 Arlington'
the seventh (71h) day preceding 1hei CHOICE
ing, Urban Planning or closely
First Floor
,Av enue. Rive rside. California 92504- ·
covered by the bid .
!
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
8765 Barton St
date set for the receipt of bids.
2506.(909) 351·0757. unti 2 00 pm on
:RECEIPT AND OPENING OF BIDS
C Requests to r approval cl proposed
Use bathroom exhaust
rel field fm an accredited col/
San Bdno, CA 92415-0440
Riverside. CA 92508
0
Requests
lor
interpretation
of
1he
September 22. 1998. tor ~he work :
1
IA. Sealed Bids will be received only at :
s ubstitutes and equal s shall b e
univ. Substitution : Extra exp
Fax: (909) 387-5792
fans when showering and
1 en1itled;
Constru c tion Documents shall be
Ibrahim Massoud
.the Housing Authotity of the Coun ty of:
submitted to lhe Ow ner not la te r
submitte d to the Owner not later
exceeding min. req. may be
http:/lwww.co.sanvent the clothes dryer
8765 Barton St.
;R iversi de (Owner) 5555 A rlington ; j
than the seventh (7th) day p receding
; Door & Frame Replac-nt
thanthe seventh (7th) day precedir.g
sub. for e(jucation on basis of
bernardino.ca.us
Riverside. CA 92508
to the outside.
·Avenue. Riverside. California 92504 • . ,
the date set for the receipt of bids.
,Remove and replace existing exterior
th e date set for the receipt cl bids.
This business is conducled by
2 mos exp. for 5 sem. units
EOE m/f/d
lw oo d w a terheate r doors and wo od
2506.(909) 351 -0756. until 2:00 p,m. on ' ; D. Requests for interpretation of the
Individual
itrames
at
34th
Street
Apartments.
5571E
No
addendum
w
i
ll
be
iss
ued
t
o
,September 2 4. 1998. fo r the wo rk i '
Con struct,on Oocuments shall be
up to max of 24 mos . All -'- - - - -- - - - - Regis1rant commenced to transact :en1ijled:
5597 34th Street. Rubidoux. CA. and
bidders alter the second (2nd) day
. • ·
·
· 1
submitted to the Owner not later
1
candidates must have 60 sem
bus,ness under the fictitious business
,co rregidor Drive Apa rtmenls. 3 4 -355
preceding the date set for the receipt
than the seventh (7th) day preceding
01
,Parkl"ll Lot lmprowmants
the date set for the receipt of bids.
units of col course wk. Valid
;Corregidor Drive . Cathedral City, CA.
bids.
i name or names lisled above on 8/18/98
jHousing Authority of the County
1
.
.
.
, ;F. No b id or bid sec uri1y may be; s/ Ibrahim Massoud
CDL & auto liab. ins. personal
E No addendum will be issued t o
"Sub Bids Requested From all
PUBLIC NOTICE
IB. B,Cls will be pubhcly opened andl ; withdrawn l or ninety (90) calendar, The filing of this statement does not of 'of Riverside
bidders al1er the second (2nd) day
business including DisadvanS555 Arlington Avenue
transp. for reI travel, attend
read a lo ud a t the time and place . , days afler the date bids arereceived. I itseH authorize the use in this slate of a
The Cily of Lake Elsinore has set the
preceding the date set for the receipt
taged/ Minoril1/ Women/ DisRiverside. CA
above and bidders are invited; ' G Th
b'dd
h
execute! fictitious business name in violation of
ance at evening meetings is
following annual goats for participation :indicaied
of bids.
to be present.
e success1u1 , er s aII _ _
;
abled/ Veteran for Participation in
1 ~
the rights cl another under federal .
B.
Bids
will
be p ublicly opened and
in
projects
receiving
U'.S.
DOT
funds
by
:
1
the
Contr
acl
Agreement
w1th1n
ten;
occasionally required.
the following Project:
F. No bid o r b id security may be
state , or common law (sec. 14400 read aloud at the time and place
DBE con1ractors for the period of Octa~ SCOPE OF WORK
;
(10) calendar days alter the date oil
withdrawn for ninety (90) calendar
Recruitment closes 4:00pm
·
indicated above and bidders are invited
1 e1.saq.b & p code)
Inland Feeder Mentone Pipeline
ber 1. 1998 thro ugh Septe mber 3 0 ,
Remove and replace at 34th St reet:
the Notice of Award.
days after lhe date bi ds are
Statement filed w ith the County of
to be present.
9/22/98
Metropolitan Water District cl Soulhern
1998. DBE Goal. Ten Percent (10%). A
(approximately 29) existing wood water)! II H. The successlul Bidder shall furnish a

·•t
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I·
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A

L

S

1
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ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
OFFICER

$48,185.52 to $58,570.92yr
Any comb (36) mos perf tech
wk in environmental com
pliance; programs to reduce
o r elimin ate occupational
injuri es, illn ess, death and
financial losses; th e abate
ment/control of sources of
environmental pollutants &
hazards ; pollution emission
measurement; assessments
of environmental impact to air,
soil, & water. (Technical exp
perf emergency preparedness
wk & supervi sory exp are
highly desirable} Bachelor's
degree fm accredited col/uni
versity. (Substitution : profes
sional course wk which has
re sulted in Ce rtification in
Hazardous Materials Mgmt or
. registration as Environmental
Assessor may each be
substituted for 6mos of req
exp . up to max (1 2) mos.
Valid CDL & auto liability ins.
Personal transp. for travel rel
duties.

·capiei.2i·ce'dlti'ca1es/fraas
criots MUST be attached to
app!ication. Apply in person at
San Bernardino City Schools,
1535 W. Highland Ave by
4:00pm 11/27/98. Telephone:
(909) 880-6812.
AAE/EOE/HDCP

California
Bid Dage: Oclober 6. 1998 2:00pm
We are particular1y interested in the
lollowing ,tams:
TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNS:
CLEARING: DEWATERING; PAVING;
ASPHALT: PERMANENT AND
TEMPORARY FENCE; GUARDRAIL;
HYOROSEEDING; REINFORCING
ST EEL; SURVEYING; TEMPORARY
POWER: CONCRETE WORK; GUNITE;
CONCRETE PRECAST MANHOLES;
SEALANTS; PAINTING; WELDING;
BUTTERFLY VALVES; ELECTRICAL;
CORROSION CONTROL.
Advanco intends 10 seriously negotiate
with qual~ied DBE/MBE/WBE/DVBE
firms for project participation. Advance
will require that a ll successful
subcontractors submit a laijhful
pertormance bor\ll and a payment bond
each in the amount of 100% cl their
subcontract price. However. ADVANCO
WILL PAY 1% FOR SUBCONTRACTORS PERFORMANCE
AND PAYMENT BONDING COSTS.
Upon request, subcontractors will be
required to provide 8\lidence of their
ability to provide bonds wijhin twenty•
l our (24) ~ours. Subcontractors and

vendors are required to execute
AdVanco's standard subcontract tor

descriptton of how this goal was set is
available for public inspection for thirty
(30) days from the date ol notice. The
U.S. DOT and the City of Lake Elsinore
will accept comments on the goal lor 45
days from the da te of notice.
These goals are based on the follow ing:
1. Number and types of contracts to be
awarded.

a . Construct pavement rehabilttation and
intersection improvements on M ission
Trai l from Diamond Drive to M alaga

heater doors and wood frames. replace 1
Perlormance Bond and a Payment
with metal doors & metal frames. m,sc!
Bond, each in amount equal to the
s1ucco patching, thresholds and drywaNI·
Con1ract Price before execution cl
repair.
Rem ove and replace al
the Contracl Agreement.
Corregidor Drive (app roximately 28 )1 I. The successful bidder shall furnish
existing wood water heater and storage!
insuran ce in accordance w ith the
doors and w ood frames. repla ce w ith!'
Cont ract Documents before execu
metal doors & metal frames, misc stucco
lion
of the Contract Agreement.
patching, thresholds and drywall repair.

I

SECURING BID DOCUMENTS

,

tracts.

Bidders may examine 1he contract
documents at the Housing Authority of
the County of Riverside (Owner) 5555
Arlington Avenue, Riverside. Cal~ornla
between the hours of 8:00 AM and 5:00
PM. Monday through Friday, or they may
obtain copies from the Owner lor the
non-refundable lee cost of S25.00 per
set. The Owner will mail copies of the
construction documents for an additional
S10.00 per set plus postage or will send
by Federal Express or other overnight
shipper for an additional $25.00 per set
plus cost of shipping.

• · Five (5) - Paving, concrete , grading.
landscaping, and signing and striping.

The contract time is hereby established

Road.

B. Construc1 st ree1 slurry seal. pavement overlay and pavement resur1acing
in various areas of the City.

C. Construct pavement rehabilitation on
Spring Street and Chaney Street lrom
Lakeshore Drive to Collier Avenue.

2. Number and types of DBE contractors
likely to be avaIlalbe to compete for con-

Dated: August 25, 1998
Vicki Kasad. City Clerk
City of Lake Elsinore
p.9/10

purchase agreemen ts as a condition
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO SELL
precedent to participation in this p roject.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Copies of these documents & additional
'
The
Name(s) of the Applicant(s) is/are:
inlormation can be oblained from John
Kim
Hyee
Kyung /Kim Seong D The
Boland at lhe address below. Plans and
applicants listed above are applying to
Specifications are available from the
the Depanment of Alcoholic Beverage
Metropolitan Water District ol Southern
Control to sell alcoholic beverages at:
Calttornia, 350 So. Grand Avenue. Los
3700 Van Buren Blvd. Unit 109
Angeles, CA 9007 1.
Riverside, CA 92503
Phone 213/217-6000.
For the following type of License: ·
ADVANCO CONSTRUCTORS, DIV. OF
41 ON-SALE BEER AND WINE - EATZURN CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
ING PLACE
An Equal Opportunity-ANirmative Action
p.8/27 ,9/3.9/10
Employer
P.O Box 12 10. Up land, CA 9 1785
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO SELL
Telephone 909/882-8803
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Fax 909/982-9716
The
Name(s) of the Applican1(s) is/are:
p.9/10
Ericson Harold Carl & Takla Fikri Kamel

CONTRACT JJNE
at thirty (30) calendar days. The contrecl
time shall be consecutive calendar days
from the date of the Notice to Proceed.

J. The Owner may withho ld issuance of
the Notice to Proceed for a period of
(9 0) days alter the C ontract
Agreement.
K The Contractor shall s1a rt the work

wijhin ten( IO) days alts, the date cl
the Notice to Proceed.
L. Security substitut ions lor monies
withheld to insure the con1ractor' s
performance In accordance with
Section 22300 of the S tate of
COlomia Public Con1rec1 Cede, the
Cont ractor at his request and
expense will be permitted to
substitute equivalent 1&curities for
an y monies withhefd to insure

performance.
M The Contrac1or shall possess a Class
B license or appropriate at the time of
the award of conlract.
N. Davis-Bacon wage rates apply.

UOUJDATED DAMAGES
The lixed liquidated damages amount is
hereby establi shed as two hundred
($200.00) for each calendar day of unauthorized delay in complet~ of the

work.

II.Qi
Bidders must comply wi1h an agree lo all
instructions and requiremen ts in th is
notice and In the ·instruclions, including
post-bidding procedures.
A All bids must be submitted on the
prescribed Bid form with the bound
Bid Documents.

B E ach bid must be accompanied by
cash, a certttied or c11hler'1 check,
bank draft. government bond or bid
bond on attached form f rom an ad
mijted surety in an amount equal to
tan percent(10%) ol t,e total amounlOI
the bid. including the aggregate of ,

a The Owner r-rves the right to reject
any and al bids_.

PRE-BID CONFERENCE
A pre-bid conference and stte vlttt with
representatives of PfOSpective bidders
will be held at 10:00 a.m. at the Housing
Authority of the County of Riveraide,
5555 Arlington Avenue. Riverside, on
September 17. 1998. Prospective
bidders are encouraged to vistt the stte
prior 10 the p re-bid conferen ce
Prospective bidders are invited to
present any relevant questions at the
pre-bid conference but in 10 IU U is
practicable . questions should be
prepared in wriuen form and mailed to
the Owner so u lo arrive noc later than
thraa(3) days prior to the pre -bid

con!•-·

p.llt'10

Riverside on 8/18/98
I hereby certify that lhls copy is a correct
copy of the original statemen1 on lie in
my office.

GARYL. OASO
County Clerk
FIL£ NO. 985437
p .9/3,9/10,9/17.9124

received.

SCOPE OF WORK
The work of this project is described in
the plans and specifications of th is
d ocument and in c l udes the partia l
removal of pavement, patch. seal 1 1/2
inch overlay wilh pertromat and misc

concrete work.

SECURING DID DOCUMENTS
The_lo llo~lng person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
LOS JILBERTOS TACO SHOP
1635 University Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501
Samuel Rodriguez LOl)8Z
1177 Linden St. 14
Riverside. CA 112S07
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has no1 yet begun to transact
business under Iha fictitious busin ess
name or names lilted herein.
s/ Samuel Rodriguez Lopez
The filing of this s1atement does n01 of
hell authorize tile use in this stale of a
liclitious business name in violation of
the rights cl another under federal,
state, or co mmon law (sa c. 14400
et.saq.b & p code)
Statement f i led with the County of

Riverside on 9"3198
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct
COPV of the original statement on file in
my office.
GARYLORSO
County Clerk
FIL£ NO. 985810
p.9/t0,9117,9124, 10(1
The following per10r1(1) ia (are) doing

business u :
JAMIES EMBROIDERY SERVICE
12795 Tehama C ircle
Riverside. CA 92503

Bidders may examine the contract
documents at the Housing Authority of
the County of Riverside (Owner) 5555
Arlington Avenue, Riverside, Caliomia
be!-, the hours of 8:00 AM and 5 :00
PM, Monday through Friday, or they may
obtain copies lrom the Owner for the
non-refundable fee cost of $25 .00 per
set. The Owner will mail copies of the
construction documents lor an additional
$10.00 per Ht plus postage or will send
by Federal Express or other ovarnight
shipper for an additional $25.00 per set
plus colt of shipping.

CONTRACT JNE
The contrac1 time is hereby established
at filteen(15) calendar days. T he
contract time shall be consecutiv e
c alendar days f rom the date of the
Nolice to Proceed.

UO\IPAJED DAMAGES
The fixed liquidated damages amount is
hereby astablished as two hund red
($200.00) for each calendar day of unauthorized delay in completion of the work.

.BIQS

Bidders must comply with an agree to all
instruc tions and requirements in this
nolice and in the in1trUC1ions, including
post-bidding procedures.
All bids must be subm~ted on the
prescribed Bid form with the bound Bid
Documents.
A.

•=~

Loe HU11Tran

B. Each bid must be
by
cash, a certified or cuhier·s c heck,
bank dralt, government bond or bid bond
on attac hed form from an admitted
surely in an amount equal to ten
percent(10%) cl h lolal amount of the
bid, in cl uding the aggregate cl all

12795 Tehama Circle

seperate bid

Michelle Thanh Tran
12795 Tehama Circle
Riverside, CA 92503

item ■

and 1chadufH

G T he successful bidder shall execule
the Contract Agreement within ten
(10) calendar days after the date of
the Notice of Award.

H. The successful Bidder shall l urnish a
Performance Bond and a Payment
Bond. each in amount equal to the •• «
Contract Price before execution of
the Contract Agreement.
The successful bidder shall furnish ,
i nsurance in acco rdance with the
Contract Documents belore execu '
tion of the Contract Agreement.

J. The Owner may withhold issuance •
of the Notice to Proceed for a period
o f (90) days after th e Contract
Agreement is executed.
\
K The Contractor shall stan the work •
within ten(lO) days after the date of ,
the Notice to Proceed.

l. Security substitutions for monies "'
withheld to insure the contractor's
performance In accordance with
Section 22300 of th e Sta te ol
C alifornia Public Contract Cede, the
Cont ractor a t h is request and
expense w ill be permitted to
s1..tbst it1..tte eqyivalent securities for
any monies w ithheld t o insure
performance.

•
,
·
,

M. The Cont ractor shall possess a J
Class 8-1 license or appropriate at
the time of the award of contract.

N. Davis-Bacon wage rates apply.
Q The Ow ner reserves t he right to
reject any and all bids.

PRE-BID CONFERENCE
A pre-bid conlerence and site visit with
representatives cl prospective bidders
w i ll be ~aid at 10:00 a. m . at the on
September 15, 1998. Prospeclive bidders
are invited to p resent any relevanl 1
questions at lhe pre-bid confe rence but , •
in so l ar as is practicable. questions ~
should be prepared in wrinen form an
mailed to the Owner so as to arrive n
la1er than lhnle (3) days prior to the pra.f
conference.
p .9/1 o
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VOLKSWAGEN
JETTA

Passat's Are Here
••

Come Test Drive A
Passat Today!
VOLKSWAGEN
CABRIO

. VOLKSWAGEN
GOLF

$23,065
Freeway Discount .......$1,500

$16,315

Freeway Discount , , , , . , .$1,046

~l~,i~~ WNW'6u

YourCort

YourCost

~it,~~~

vmn~JS

1 At This Price

HOUDAY SPECIALII

Come in mention
you saw it in The Black Voice
. News & Receive a 1Oo/o discount
.

.

· .Wanda,s Wondrous Works
• Wanda's Wondrous Works •
322 W. "E" Street
San Bernardino, CA

(909) 884-7474

Ford ·
Credit

[ ~ ,. )
800-551-9331

